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This study is based on an assessment of XK FM as a community radio station for the !XQ
and Khwe ethnic communities. Various political under-cunents and factors are
examined: the refusal to accept the two groups as separate ethnic communities, the
anomalous creation of XK FM as a community radio station under the auspices of SABC.
This anomaly has created an ambiguity of what a community is within a community radio
station, what are the historical and present complexities encompassed in considering the
!XO and the Khwe as a single 'minority ethnic media community' and awarding them a
radio licence, what is the nature and governance of community radio in general?
The study followed a qualitative research paradigm whose epistemology IS
phenomenological, using case study method, theories of the public sphere and ethnicity.
According to this frame of reference XK FM radio station is seen as a case study of
ethnic minority media.
Community radio is therefore described as the expression of a small population,
and a third voice between the state and private commercial radio. It also has the ability to
correct the distOliions inherent in the majority-controlled media by acting as the
alternative media. The alternative element is associated with its potential to challenge the
establishment, and in giving people an independent voice which is often perceived as
alternative and free speech. Us major characteristics are; independence, equality,
community participation, and representation.
XK FM as a community radio is likely to consolidate the sustenance of beliefs in
collective will, participatory approach to communication and citizen input. This enhances
language as both a means of communication and expression of cultural identity for the
local communities. This study concludes that the lXQ and Khwe are two different ethnic
communities, with varied worldviews and aspirations. This assel1ions sumlises that the
issuing of the licence by ICASA merely focused on their cultural distinctiveness, and
allowed for a localised form of public broadcasting, thereby entrenching ethnic cleavages
most probably with the aim of manipulating the two communities. By implication, XK





The history of community radio in South Africa dates back to the politics of the stmggle
against apartheid in the 1980s. Community media at the time acted as the 'voice of the
oppressed,' and played a significant role in mobilising and infonning communities
against apatiheid (Teer-Tomaselli 2001 :233). The history of community radio is not
peculiar to that of exclusion and discrimination against one group by the other
(Olorunnisola 1995)1. Anthonny Olorunnisola adds that the evolution of community radio
in South Africa can be traced back to Radio Vryheid, Radio Donkerhoek, Radio Koppies,
Radio Volkstem and Radio Pretoria. These radio stations were established in 1994 by the
Pretoria Boerkummundo and the Afrikaaner Volksfront (AVF). They operated without
licences, and were labelled by the new South African government as pirate stations set to
oppose the government?
Using 500 FM transmitters linked by Intelsat satellite, the SABC controlled almost thirty
radio stations by the early nineties (Hachten and Giffard 1984).3 Amongst these were
Radio South Africa, Radio 5, Afrikaans Stereo, Radio Metro and other regional stations
like; Highveld Stereo, Radio Oranje, Radio Poti Natal and Radio Algoa (cf. De Villiers,
1993; 010Tunniso1a 1995). These included stations which broadcast in local African
languages, such as Radio Sesotho, Radio Venda, Radio Swazi and Zulu Stereo (cf. De
Villiers 1993
The 'Jabulani! Freedom of the Airwaves' Conference held in Netherlands in 1991,
organised by the Radio Freedom (the ANC radio in exile), contributed significantly to
discussions which resulted in the IBA Act (IBA) (Teer-Tomaselli 2001 :234), which
removed responsibility for broadcast policy away from the direct control of the state and
the SABC. The IBA Act number 153 was promulgated in 1993, by the Convention for a
I From OJorunnisola's (1995) Community radio (IS participatory communication in post apartheid South
Aji-ica, http://www.comminiLcomlevaluations/evaI2006/evaluations-l95.html
2 For more information on these Afrikaans-Ianguages stations see:
http://www.radionetherlands.nVfeatures/media/dossiers/hateradioafricame.html
J This information can also be found at the Central Statistics Offices, on the population figures of J984.
Democratic South Africa (CODESA). It was charged with powers to: (a) fonnulate
broadcasting policy; (b) licensing; (c) regulate and monitor broadcasting activities, and
(d) limit cross-media ownership and the enforcement of local content quotas.
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The IBA Act was amended in 1995 and 1996, subsequently leading to the formation of
the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) in 2000. This
followed the dissolution of IBA and the South Africa Telecommunications Regulatory
Authority (SATRA) (Teer-Tomaselli 2001; Berger 2000: 162). ICASA was mandated to
incorporate the functions of the IBA, and those published in the Telecommunications Act
(1996) and the Broadcasting Act (1999) (Berger 2000). The ICASA Council is
constituted through a board of seven members which runs the affairs of the body, with the
help of the secretariat.s This Council is appointed by the State President on the
recommendations of the National Assembly.
In 1995 the ational Community Radio Forum (NCRF) was fonned with the aim of
addressing imbalances many communities had in relation to access to media (Teer-
Tomaselli 2000:234). Community radio in South Africa developed into a three tier
broadcasting system: public service, commercial, and community.
The !Xu and Khwe
This study deals with the XK FM radio station, established in August 2000 as a
development project under the auspices of the SABC. It is unusual for a community radio
station to be managed as an independent entity connected to a national public
broadcaster. The station broadcasts in Xuntali, Khwedam6 and Afrikaans. Its footprint
covers a radius of 50km and reaches 4500 Xuntali and 2000 KJlwedam speakers. I will
analyse XK FM as an "ethnic minority medium" (Riggins 1992) with reference to
ownership, participation and station govemance. The study will examine the complexities
.j For more information on the Independent Broadcasting Authority of South Africa see:
http://www.info.gov.za/acts/ 1993/a 153-93.pdf
, For more information on the act refer to the lCASA website:
http://www.icasa.org.za/Documents .aspx?Page=69
6 I Xii is the name given to speakers, the language they speak is called !Xllntali, for the Khwe, the later is
the reference to the speakers, whereas the language is referred to as Khwedam.
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and contradictions encompassed in the SABC's assumption that the !XU and Khwe,
communities in often violent conflict, are a homogeneous group (cf. Douglas 1996). One
objective will be to explain what qualified the !XU and Khwe, immigrants from Namibia
and Angola respectively, rather than the South African :;tKhomani and the broader and
much more numerous South African Khoisan, for a radio station? The majority of
Xuntali and Khwedam speakers who did not migrate to South Africa live in southern
Angola, western Zambia, and along the Namibian-Botswana border of the Caprivi Strip.
Station policy requires two simultaneous presenters for each language.
7
Where only one
presenter is available the broadcast language is Afrikaans. The concept of "ethnic
minority media" will be applied to assess the basis for the SABC's classification of XK
FM as a community radio station. The discourses of cultural/linguistic survival and
development underpin the station's formation. H These discourses link to the objectives of
the National Khoisan Consultative Council's (NKCC) work across the Khoisan as a
whole. As a social movement, the Council's work can be characterized as shared
activities and beliefs directed toward the demand for change in some aspect of the social
order (cf. Gusfield 1970:02). Riggins (1992) defines ethnic minority media as being
engaged in two parallel objectives: preserving or weakening social identities.
The Angolan-based !XU and Khwe were recruited to the South African Defence Force
(SADF) and relocated to South Africa at the end of the war (1976-1990) between South
Africa and the liberation annies of Angola and South West African People's Liberation
Anny (cf. Douglas 1996, Chamberlin 2003, Lee and Hitchcock 2001: 13). Some members
of the two ethnic groups chose to remain in Angola and Namibia while others were settled
at Schmidtsdrift, an anny base, and later moved to their present location in Platfontein near
Kimberly (see the map in the appendices). These migrants lived in tents and promised
proper housing by the SADF and the National Party (NP) government after 1990. The !Xu
and Khwe move to South Africa fulfilled: (a) the SADF promise of safeguarding the two
communities in a country governed by their previous enemies; and (b) protection from
7 Information was obtained from Regina Beregho, the station manager.
H For more information see:
http://www.sabc.co.za/portal/site/menuitem.O Ib93ed679dcd7e4889I f2e7540 Iaeb9/
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liberation governments in Angolan and Namibia. The two communities were immediately
granted citizenship on anival in South Africa (Douglas 1996:8).
The !Xu and Khwe migrants were caught between the old regime and the new govemment.
Their linguistic and cultural distinctiveness worsened their situation in that neither of the
two dominant groups, black nor white, was prepared to absorb them. This forced them to
remain in Schmidtsdrift where they lived in temporary military bivouac until 1999 (Lee
and Hitchcock 200 I). While stationed at the Schmidtsdrift tent camp they were divided
into separate residential sections (cf. Voster 1994). In 1999 the base was returned to its
legal owners (the Tswana and Griqua people) following a land restitution case. The !XG
and Khwe were now landless. The lXG and Khwe Trust was established by the two
communities In 1993, and was instrumental in obtaining land for the displaced
communities at Platfontein, 1Okms from Kimberly, much closer than was Schmidtsdrift
(Lee and Hitchcock 2001).
The Khwe are socially mobile and are better educated than their !Xu counterparts, a
stratification which aggravates inter-group conflict (Douglas 1996; Archer 1995).
Khwedam is a Khoe dialect, and related to a cluster of languages including Naro and
Khoekhoegowap (Voster 1994:70). The !XU belong to the Zhu language family. These
languages are not mutually intelligible. The languages are mainly spoken in military bases
outside Kimberley, Platfontein and some parts of the Northern Cape (Vorster 1994). A
sizable number of Xuntali-speaking homes also use Khwedam as a second language.
However, this relationship is not reciprocal, since Khwedam is dominant linguistically.
Most Kwedam speakers are multilingual, speaking Afrikaans, English, Portuguese,
Mbukushu, Otjiwambo and Silozi (cf. Archer 1995).
The speech communities within the Kimberley area are heterogeneous, including
majority languages such as Afrikaans (69,3%) with Setswana constituting 19,9%. Xuntali
and Khwedam are recognised in Article 6.5(a) (ii) of the South African Constitution
which states that the Pan South African Languages Board (PSALB) must promote and
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create conditions for the development and use of the Khoi, Nama and San languages.') It
facilitated the fonnation of an Association for Social Affairs (VASS) for the two
languages 10 and the radio station was set up to provide a media channel for them.
Reasons for choosing topic
No published research on XK FM has been carried out, despite the anomalous location of
the station as an independent community broadcaster unusually connected to the SABC.
The legislative framework which locates XK FM within the community radio sector is
also yet to be critically examined. I am well positioned to undertake the research as some
of my previous projects for credit have been done under the auspices of Professor KG
Tomaselli's long-teml NRF-funded Kalahari project entitled: From Observation to
Development: Method, Cultural Studies and Identity (cf., e.g., Tomaselli 2006). My own
sub-project builds on and widens this research into radio for the first time and expands it
to two new groups, the !XU and Khwe. The relevant community organizations, especially
the South African San Institute (SASI), and the station itself, indicated a need for the
project. They also provided me access to the station and to the community.
Broad problems and issues to be investigated
Community participation tends to be predicated by the state's overarching influence on
development programmes. This tends to create a 'dependency syndrome' with
communities adopting a 'wait and see' approach (cf. Chambers 1983, Long 1992,
Hancock 1994, Madeley 1991, Midgely 1987, Korten 1987). Two fundamental
questions must be asked on the nature of pmticipatory communication and community
radio: first, in what ways do the roles and association between political actors, the
media and the public change in a participatory communication environment? Second,
what are the notable dividends of participatory communication (White 1994:8)?
') For more infonnation on language policy and constitutional guarantees see the following websites:
http://www.dac.gov.za/reports/unesco_report/unesco_world_languages_survey. hIm
http://www.lac.org.na/leadlPd f/sanintro. Ddf




Follovving a Freirian (cf. 1973) analysis the notions of 'extension' and 'communication'
play major roles in detecting basic contradictions for development (Masilela 1996). This
compounds the fact that genuine dialogue with peasants within community radio stations
can be compatible with extending to them (as listeners) technical expertise.
The creation of community radio as a local development project seeks to tackle
paternalism, social control and non-reciprocity as found in the old 'mass media' order
and in transmission communication models (cf. White 1990, Teer-Tomaselli 2001, IBA
1997, UNESCO 1997). This shift was originally premised on lack of faith in the people,
an unjustified underestimation of their power of reflection, and of their supposed inability
to take on the role of seekers of knowledge (Freire 1973: 117). I will test the proposition
that community radio enables people to be involved in the task of codifying reality into
signification which generates critical consciousness and empowers them to alter their
relations with nature and other social forces. The Freirean approach implies both
codification and decodification; these are strategies to achieve that praxis amongst
listeners/producers which is based on naming, reflecting and acting (Masilela 1996: 106).
Community radio attempts to redefine relations between informer and the informed and
to enhance, through the acquisition of simple technology, the feasibility of people
intervening in the process of information production (Masilela 1996: I 07). The success of
XK FM in this regard hinges on ownership, management structures, financing,
regulation, programming and its policy and practice on issues of access and participation.
Community radio is supposed to carry community-oriented programming produced by
the community for the community. I will assess this in the light of the state's support of
the station (cf. (Matsepe-Casaburri 2000).11 The key research questions to be addressed
are:
a) What is the content of the concept 'community', as applied in 'community radio'?
11 This follows a press release of the address by the Communications Minister Dr Ivy Matsepe-Casaburri on
the occasion of the launch of XK radio station, on August 18 2000. For further consultation this
information can be obtained in the following website:
http://www.info.gov.za/speeches/20001000820001010aI004.htm
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b) What are the historical and present complexities encompassed in considering the
!XU and the Khwe as a single 'minority ethnic media community' and awarding
them a radio licence?
c) What is the nature and governance of community radio in general?
How have the rules of governance been applied to XK FM?
What structures of governance have been put in place to involve the community,
and how have the resultant tensions been managed?
What kind of programming is produced by the station; whose interests does it
promote; from where is the content sourced?
Chapter One has introduced the study and provided background information about the
two communities. Chapter Two comprises the literature review discussing the idea of
community radio. Chapter Three details the research methodology and explores the data
gathering techniques applied. Chapter Four provides a conceptual framework with an
analysis of theories to be used. Specific focus is given to the philosophical constituents of
the theories concerned. Theories in this case are used to read into the case study being






Community radio is a station built by the community, is used by the community and
serves the interests of the community. Emphasis is on community ownership, autonomy,
participation and representation. Programmes in a community radio are produced by the
community, while in a public broadcaster programmes are imposed (MISA 2000:56).
The imposition of programmes in a public broadcaster is due to minimal feedback as
opposed to a community radio with a definitive radius as a sphere of influence.
Community stations serve the interests 0 f smaller populations (Lewis 1993a:20 1; McCain
and Lowe 1990) and have the ability to con"ect the distortions inherent in the majority-
controlled media (cf. Lewis 1993b). One key definition describes community radio as
neither the expression of political power nor of capital (Delorn1e 1990:3). However, as
Teer-Tomaselli (2000:233) argues, community radio is the expression of the population,
and is a third voice between state and private commercial radio.
Unlocking the Paradox of a 'Community' in a Community Radio Station
One of the major problems of community radio identified by most media scholars is the
question of what constitutes a community and what its role is in a community radio
project (cf. Teer-Tomaselli 2001 :232; White 1990; IBA 1997; UNESCO 1997). Teer-
Tomaselli (2001 :231) asks the question: Who is the 'community' in community radio?
This study seeks to engage this question from a media political economy perspective. The
advantage of embracing such an academic angle is that one is able to explore structure,
audience reaction/ action towards the radio station, thus bringing in issues of community
participation (Phiri 2001). The discernment of what a community is can be gleaned from
a geographical and a sociological sense, implying that a community is a basic unit for
"horizontal social organisation" (Teer-Tomaselli 2001 :232).
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The Emergence of Community Radio as a New Paradigm: The case of South Africa
Lisa Taylor and Andrew Willis (2000: 136) suggest that, "an ideal of independence has
been the driving force behind the development of the community radio movement". To
them, independence entails not depending on the authority of another, to avert
subordination and external control. However, they acknowledge the paradox brought
about by the concept of independence in media. In view of this ideological shift and
dilemma, Francis Kasoma (1995) and Paul Ansah (1988) argue that the question of
independence when relating to media has to be qualified by attempting to answer the
question: independent from who and what? This is an acknowledgement of the sweeping
assumptions of the notion of 'independent media.' In order to qualify this view,
independence in community media would relate to autonomy outside the parameters of
the public service broadcaster (PSB) and state influence. It also presents reclamation of
the label 'local' from the public broadcaster (Taylor and Willis 2000:136).
The definition of community in the South African case would refer to a geographically
defined group, or people with a specific and equally ascertainable common interest (IBA
1997). Community broadcasting encompasses four categories: (a) fully controlled by a
non-profit entity and carried on for non-profitable purposes; (b) it serves a particular
community; (c) encourages members of the community served by it to participate in the
selection and provision of programmes to be broadcast in the course of broadcasting
services; and (d) may be funded by donations, grants, sponsorships, advertising and
membership fees, or by a combination of the above (Teer-Tomaselli 2001).
These descriptions are "slippy and tautologous" as they fail to answer the question of
what constitutes a community? (Teer-Tomaselli 2001). The Act further provides for
community broadcasting to cater for either a geographic community, or a community of
interest. In a geographic definition broadcasting caters for a community whose
commonality can be traced to a particular geographic area of residence. A community of
interest is a community with specific ascertainable common interests (Teer-Tomaselli
2001). Four types of community radio stations have been described: (a) one serving a
geographical area; (b) campus-based radio stations operation in colleges and university
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campuses; (c) religious radio stations; and (d) cultural and ethnic communities (IBA
1997, Teer-Tomaselli 2001).
Significant Features of Community Radio: An overview
Community radio redefines the communication realm as a way of re-invigorating
relations between the infonner and the infol111ed. The use of simple technology enhances
the possibilities that people have of intervening in the production of programmes
(Council for the Development of Community Media 1977:397). Masilela (1996: 107)
argues that the above conception focuses on the potential of alternative media to alter the
conditions of possibility in redefining various schemas that distinguish alternative
community media from the public and commercial media. Alternative media can be
distinguished through ownership and management structures, financing, regulation,
programming, and policy stance on issues of access and participation (Masilela
1996:108). Community owned media often belong to the ambit of alternative media, and
are usually managed through duly elected representatives (a board) or directly with
voluntary community participation as another factor. The major feature of alternative
media is 'independence' from the mainstream media, such as the state controlled media.
Similarly, Masilela (1996: 108) argues that the alternative factor in alternative media is
usually associated with the media's potential to challenge the establishment, and in
giving people an independent voice which is often perceived as alternative and free
speech. In terms of programming, community radio tends to broadcast community
oriented programmes produced by community members, for community members. In
view of their policy stance on issues of access and participation, Majid Tehranian
(1990: 108), suggests that community radio is generally responsive to targeted audiences
and often use highly targeted interactive methods.
Community radio from a critical perspective entails the delineation between two different
fonns of media; the first is state run media concerned with institutional politics. This
fonn of media struggles over the power to govern and regards receivers of messages as
potential side-takers. Second, community radio is concerned with cultural politics (the
functions of which are widely disseminated symbolic fOlms), struggles over meaning
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(ideology, hegemony, encoding and decoding). The latter also regards the audience as
meaning makers (Riggins 1992:13). Masilela (1996:107) concurs by suggesting that these
two traditions are replicated in conceptions of the significance of alternative media for
political change. Community radio as alternative media is characterised by independence,
equality, community participation, and representation. The overarching broader problem
therefore becomes deciphering the 'community' whose interests are being served in a
radio station. The rationale for most community radio is that deep-seated participation by
beneficiaries gives impetus to the station as the mouthpiece of the local community
(Teer-Tomaselli 2001). The programmes are aimed at satisfying community aspirations,
thereby identi fying with the interests of the local population (Boeren 1994: 144).
Community radio uses local languages to ensure effective dissemination of information.
Banda (2004: 138) argues that based on the research carried out in Zambia most
respondents saw community radio in the following way: (a) run and managed by the local
people with financial supp0l1 from the local businesses; (b) Existing for the local people;
(c) located in the community; and (d) non-profit. Banda (2004: 139) further delineates
community radio into three categories: (a) community radio as a geographic imperative;
(b) community radio as a socio-cultural phenomenon; (c) community radio as a
developmental initiative.
Physical nearness constitutes an important element for the 'community.' Ad Boeren
(1994: 144) states that the formation of local radio is based on the notion that people are
encouraged to visit the studio and that the community participates in the management of
the station. A radio station which is within the reach of the community ensures effective
participation by the community in the management and programming.
However, Michael Laflin (1989:6) suggests hat the legitimatization of local languages
and identities through the fonnation of community radio stations is sometimes destructive
to national unity and integration. But, if coined within the ambit of a conscious policy to
promote the expression of local opinion and to mobilize local communities, then it can be
a tool for unity. This implies that governments concerned must sustain, control and
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protect national broadcasting systems at the expense of local radio stations (Laflin
1989:6). Charles Husband (2000:201) also suggests that within the development of
democratic media theory there is a discussion on how and through what means shall the
ruled communicate their views and wishes to the ruler? Community media therefore
plays a central dialogic role in mobilizing the people, especially in light of the social
complexities and need for social mobility. In order to understand the feasibility of public
access and deliberation in an unfettered manner, the question of whether it is possible to
create democratic practices whereby people are able to participate in community ideation
as equals has to be posed. Attempting to address this question is seen as a panacea to
national unity (Skogerbo 1996: 105).
Community radio is often viewed by way of the role it can play as an agent and medium
of development. Boeren (1994: 140) argues that many development practitioners and
communications specialists have tended to consider radio to be the most useful medium
for development, the reason being that when compared to television, radio can be
accessed by a large section of the population. It is an important source of information for
the illiterate and also that it is less prestigious than television even if it lacks the visual
dimension. Community radio provides impetus to mobilize local development initiatives
and projects. Boeren (1994: 141) suggests that:
Radio too, is an excellent medium to inform people with, to make people
aware, to stimulate interest and to influence opinions ... discuss
development issues, acqUIre relevant infomlation and learn new
techniques. The main source of information is the radio programme to
which they listen collectively.
Participation and Community Radio
Development as a process of change set Il1 motion principles whose objective is to
eradicate poverty, injustice and exploitation. The pursuit of development with the
participation of various players must therefore become the central pillar upon which
policies are built. The concept of participatory communication as a development initiative
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lacks a definition capable of enabling understanding of the processes and outcomes
involved. Dagron Gumucio (2001:0 I) suggests that the most interesting work of a
participatory nature often defy the written word. Similarly, Shirley White (1994:08)
observes that the word participation is kaleidoscopic, it changes its colour and shape at
the will of the hands in which it is held. Neither the absence of an accurate means of
capturing the essence of participatory communication nor the fluid nature of participation
has reduced the realization that the differing forms of both appear to have gained
usefulness in the contexts with histories of exclusion and discrimination. Olurullnisola
(1995)12 adds that in many American, Asian and Latin American countries, participation
and communication are often bedfellows in the movement towards engaging the
previously disenfranchised populations in social dialogue. Two fundamental questions
appear in this notion of patiicipatory communication as it relates to community radio.
First, in what ways do the roles and association between political actors, the mass media
and the public change in a participatory communication environment? Second, what are
the notable dividends of participatory communication? In view of community
participation McKee (1996:218) states:
... Community participation is a very vague and open concept and is used
to mean very different things. It often subsumes other concepts and
approaches (such as 'self-help', 'self-reliance', 'user-choice',
'community involvement' and 'participatory planning and development',
which are themselves ill defined. In cotmection with community
participation people will often talk of 'felt needs', 'local perceptions',
'bottom-up planning', 'motivation', 'latent development potential',
'catalytic development inputs,' 'integrated development at the village
level' ... Yet all these concepts are highly complex and diffuse and their
meaning in any particular context is often obscure.
12 For more information on this scholar and the evolution of conununity radio in South Africa visit the
following websi te: http://www.personal.psu.edu/faculty/a/x/ax08/Joburg/manuscript.htm
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Community radio therefore provides information and knowledge on the need for
participation. This further compounds the fact that genuine dialogue with locals in a
community radio station can be compatible with extending to them (listeners) technical
expertise. The other issue in this study is seeking to explore the cohesive nature and
consensual realities created by this development project in bringing two often conflicting
communities together. This forms the basis for media's social responsibility role, a
feature which is inalienable to community radio stations.
Ethnic Minority Media
The concept of ethnic minority media forms a major aspect to be explored in locating XK
FM in the ambit of community radio. It is also meant to aid cultural survival and
encourage development from the view of community media as part of social movements.
Social movements refer to shared activities and beliefs directed towards the demand for
change in some aspect of social order (Gusfield 1970:02). Community stations therefore
consolidate the sustenance of beliefs in collective will, pat1icipatory approach to
communication and citizen input. They enhance language as both a means of
communication and expression of cultural identity for the local communities (Riggins
1992: 13). Consideration has to be taken of various characteristics of ethnic minorities
concerned, the degree of homogeneity, self-organization, oral culture, degree of
assimilation and integration, repression and persecution experienced. The political
structure and prevailing ideological fixations within which the process of participation or
domination is taking place must be investigated.
Local or community media play a key role in defining, preserving and weakening ethnic
identities. Mass media can be read from the perspective of what is revealed about
ethnicity (Riggins 1992:02). The advent of community media, particularly radio, is due to
biases usually displayed by the mainstream media as they ignore ethnic minorities or
present them essentially in terms of social problems they create for the majority. This
stems from the assimilationist influences that mainstream media exert on ethnic
minorities. In this instance, the term ethnicity will be conveniently applied to majority
and minority communities alike.
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Etl1l1icity requires two groups in interaction because social isolation tends to hinder
people from perceiving their commonality and identity (Riggins 1992:02). Two major
concepts will also arise at this stage; ethnic identity and ethnic origin. The fornler refers
to the level of identification within a culturally defined collectivity (Husband 2000;
Riggins 1992:2; Davidson 1992:99; Anderson 1983:15; Young 1997). This implies the
feeling and sense of belonging to a particular cultural community. Ethnic origin refers to
a sense of ancestry and nativity on the part of the individual through parents and
grandparents. The !XU and Khwe as different ethnic groups are products of the later
classification. They have also been subjected to some forol of disdain, derived from their
collective historical reference and also the sense of uniqueness and centrality on their part
as off-springs of 'Bushman', a derogative term (Mhlanga 2005 :7, Smith et a/2000).
The !XU and Khwe fall within the ambit of ethnic communities following the modernized
epistemological foundations of the two groups, as separate communities (cf. Douglas
1996). This classification is hinged on the factor of pemlanence, a physically bounded
territory, over and above its political organization. Similarly, John Hutchinson and
Anthony Smith (1996:6) suggest that there is a tendency towards deliberately perceiving
ethnic community as a synonym of a nation. In an ethnic community people interact
regularly and have common interests or organizations at a collective level. Richard
Scherolerhom (1978: 12) state:
An etl1l1ic group is defined here as a collectivity within a larger society
having real or putative common ancestry, memories of a shared
historical past, and a cultural focus on one or more symbolic elements
defined as the epitome of their peoplehood. Examples of such synlbolic
elements are; kinship patterns, physical contiguity (as in localism or
sectionalism), religious affiliation, language or dialect forols, tribal
affiliation, nationality, phenotypical features, or any combination of
these. A necessary accompaniment is some consciousness of kind
among members of the group.
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Following Shermerhorn's (1978) definition and qualifying factors, Hutchinson and Smith
(1996) select some symbolic elements in defining ethnicity; a named human population
with myths of common ancestry, shared historical memories, a link with a homeland and
sense of its members. These features are evident among the lXCI and Khwe, who often
refer to their ancestors, whose sense of art in passing infonnation through generations is
still evident to this day, through rock engravings, instead of paintings (cf. Weinberg
2000). Rock engravings mark the historical period of artistic and spiritual greatness and
forms a strong source of identity on their part as a collective of the first people (cf.
Tomaselli 1999). In addition, "the destiny of the community is bound up with its ethno-
history, with its own understanding of a unique shared past" (Hutchinson and Smith
1996:7).
XK FM as a community radio station for minority ethnic groups hypothetically
contributes to ethnic cohesion and cultural maintenance. This approach has created a
media imperative which seeks to view community media as contributing towards the
upkeep of cultural traditions in a way which is congruent with modern requirements.
Following Riggins' (1992:05) classification of various minority ethnic groups the !XQ
and Khwe would belong to the group which consists of indigenous people who remain
committed to traditional values. Their struggle for identity and linguistic survival is
obviously informed by varied socio-political contexts and has raised its own type of
problems. Such a group has a political advantage in that as indigenous residents their
claims for language and cultural protection are likely to be seen by other groups as more
legitimate. Therefore for their survival the sustainability of a community radio station is
also dependent on the supportive attitude of the wider population.
Conclusion
The above discussion provides a stencil on which community radio stations are based.
Some key features include stations run and managed by local people with financial
assistance from either local businesses or the non-governmental oraanisations existinaC> , C>
for the local people, owned, controlled and managed by the local people with the help of
a board set up and composed of the local people. Community radio bears the picture and
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emblem of the community, and becomes the community's source of identity, with their
hopes and aspirations broadcast on radio in local languages. It provides the altemative
voice to the communities concemed and celebrates independence as the main feature. A
community radio is a non-profit making social arrangement. Imperatives for community
radio have also included the following: a) community radio as a geographic imperative,
b) community radio as a socio-cultural phenomenon, c) community radio as a
developmental imperative. The underlying features of community radio are difference,
equality, representation, autonomy and independence. These are paramount features that
also determine the focus of various radio programmes and policy formulation and
implementation.
The thrust of the next chapter is to show how the public sphere and theories of ethnicity




The conceptual framework for this study includes theories on two concepts; the public
sphere and ethnicity. In order to understand Jurgen Habermas' (1989)13 theory of the
public sphere, this study will focus on the community radio station (XK FM) as a case
study in which the community as the public is expected to engage freely to discuss
matters that affect them. Tom Bottomore (1984:76) suggests that Habem1as fonns the last
seal of critical theory.14 This study will attempt to use this theory as a lens for reading
into the community radio station, and most probably provide a stencil for our
understanding of community media in the light of liberalisation of airwaves. Theories of
ethnicity will also be employed, taken from John Hutchinson and Anthony D. Smith
(1996) and Stephen Harold Riggins (1992). Citizenship will be discussed as a major
factor in the discourse of ethnicity (Husband 2000).
The Public Sphere and its Primary Constituents
The community radio station in this study is located in terms of Jurgen Habermas' (1989)
discussion of the public sphere, within a micro scale, as people in a community radio
station are expected to engage freely in dialogue and debate about issues affecting their
community. Similarly, John Keane (1996:35) suggests that,
The coffeehouse, town-level meeting, and literary circle, in which the
early modem public spheres developed, today find their counterparts in a
wide variety of local spaces in which citizens enter into disputes about
'3The Frankfurt School was formed in J923, Febmary 23, initially directed by Carl Grunberg up to his
retirement in 1930. Thereafter it was under the leadership of Max Horkheimer. It also included critical
theorists like Leo LowenthaJ, Friedrich Pollock, Erich Fronun, Heruyk Grossman and Herbert Marcuse.
Later Theoctor W. Adono, Otto Kirchheimer, Franz NeumalUl joined, together with Jl1gern Habermas who
started as Theodor Adorno's research assistant in J955 (George Ritzer 1996:283, Rolf Wiggershaus
J994:537).
14 This follows earlier suggestions by Harvey Griesman's (1986:273) who had labelled critical theory as
"the paradigm that failed". These views have been discredited following more scholarly work based on
Habermas' work as the "seal of rapprochement" for the critical theorists (Ritzer 1996).
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who does and who ought to get what, when and how. John Fiske's
Power Plays have created an indelible mark in the discussion of bottom
up, small-scale locales in which citizens for their identities, often in top-
down 'imperialising' powers that are focused on regulating, redefining,
and extinguishing (or 'stationing') public life at the local level.
As I will demonstrate below, this is exactly the role for which the !Xu and Khwe radio
station was evolved.
Habennas envisaged an organisation of social relations rooted in the principle that the
validity of every nonn of political consequence be made dependent on consensus arrived
at in the communication free from domination. His approach was a critique of the
eighteenth century bourgeois institutions of the public sphere (Calhoun 1996:453). Denis
McQuail (2000: 157) defines the public sphere as a notional "space", which provides an
autonomous and open forum for debate. Access to this forum is free, with guarantees of
freedom of assembly, association and expression. Malunood Mamdani (1996) refers to
this space as constituting the genesis to civil society, citizenship and subject. This space
is the 'public realm', commonly referred to as the 'public sphere'. In support James
Curran (1991: 2) states that:
According to Classical theory, the public sphere (or in more traditional
terminology, public forum) is the space between government and society in
which private individuals exercise formal control and infonnal control over
the state: fonnal control through the election of governments and informal
control through the pressure of public opinion. The media are central to this
process. They distribute the infonnation necessary for citizens to make an
informed choice at election time; they facilitate the fonnation of public
opinion by providing an independent forum of debate; and they enable the
people to shape the conduct of government by articulating their views. The
media are thus the principal institutions of the public sphere or, in rhetoric of
nineteenth century liberalism, 'the fourth estate of the realm.
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Similarly, McQuail (2000: 157) states that media facilitate this process by providing a
platform for debate and allowing private citizens to constitute a public body in a bid to
form public opinion. The notion of public sphere therefore is evident in the formation of
community radio as a move to buttress civil society. The interesting aspect of the public
sphere in the establishment of community radio stations is that the idea of a 'public' here
is one of inclusion and not that of exclusion. Community radio stations as a new conduit
to localized forms of communication and social interaction provide a protection for
citizens in their relations with the state. Such an arrangement creates space for non-
coerced human association, characterized by a set ofrational networks (Walzer 1992:89).
This public forum therefore occupies the space between the structural base and the top of
society (superstructure), with mediation taking place between the two. McQuail
(2000: 157) adds that the basis for the private sphere is where individual life is
concentrated for citizens, while the political institutions like the media are at the centre of
public life (superstructure). This approach is easily discemible throughout Habermas'
work (Ritzer 1996:292). In his views on communicative action and its link with the
public sphere Habermas adds that:
The actions of the agents involved are coordinated not through egocentric
calculations of success but through acts of reaching understanding. In
communicative action participants are not primarily oriented to their own
success; they pursue their individual goals under the condition that they
can harmonize their plans of action on the basis of common situation
definitions (1984:286).
Habelmas (1984) further argues that this is aggravated by purposive-rational action
(work), aimed at achieving a common goal. This is opposed to Marx's approach whose
focus was on the role of labour within the class structure or social formation as a whole.
Habermas is concerned with communication and its role in society. He argues that
communication leads to the rise of the critical sphere, over the social world, where the
regulation of public opinion is antagonistic with public power created by the ruling elite.
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This is also seen as leading to a shift in the political tasks of the citizenry who in turn
acting in unison re-align their civic tasks and begin to actively engage in the critical
public sphere, a move aimed at causing human emancipation (Habermas 1989).
Habennas (1989:43) originally had examined critically the developments and the
degeneration of the political institutions that made up what he called the "bourgeois
democracy", that were also active at the time. Curran (2000:38) describes the public
sphere as a space where private individuals come together as members of the society in
an independent fashion. This description removes the ties to the state, state-organs (such
as state broadcaster) and economic factors. Habermas (1989: 194) further suggested that
the notion of "public" implied that private individuals critically reflect as they engage
each other freely. Habermas (1989:82) refers to the non-coercive nature of the
composition of the public sphere:
Since the clitical public debate of the private people convincingly
claimed to be in the nature of a non-coercive inquiry into what was at the
same time conect and right, a legislation that recourse to public opinion
thus could not be explicitly considered domination.
The original bourgeois public sphere consisted of private individuals who came together
to debate among themselves the regulation of civil society and the conduct of the state.
The new public forum was not part of the state, but was on the contrary a sphere in which
the activities of the state could be confronted and subjected to criticism (Thompson
1995:70). It meant the creation of public reasoning, as articulated by private individuals
engaged in debate that was in principle open and unconstrained. This led to either an
acceptance or rejection of an idea or product. Habermas' discourse in the public sphere is
mainly based on the principle of rational critical argumentation, in which the best
argument was decisive, rather than the identity of its proponents.
Initially, the public sphere was composed of the elite who were admitted from various
backgrounds and statuses. These debates could influence affairs of the state and society
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as a whole, even if they emanated from the civil society. Craig Calhoun (1996:453ff)
suggests that citizens usually enter the public sphere on the basis of autonomy afforded
them both socially and economically by their private lives and non-state civil relations.
The importance of the public sphere for Habennas was that it afforded a model of public
communication which potentially could realise the rational guidance of society. The
community acts as public when dealing with matters of general interest and also when
being subjected to coercion. This is usually with the guarantee that they may assemble
and unite freely, express and publicise their opinions (Bemstein 1995:37; Habermas
1989). Habennas also agrees with Isaiah Berlin's (1969: 132) characterisation of the
classical political conception of liberty. It is understood as a structure of unimpaired
inter-subjectivity brought about by unconstrained communicative action. In seeking to
reconstruct historical materialism, Habermas (1979:95) posited that there are two distinct
components in life: work (labour), which he referred to as purposive-rational action, and
social interaction, referred to as communicative action. In his earlier work Habermas
writes, "I take as my starting point the fundamental distinction between work and
interaction" (1970:91). To Habermas this leads to creation of a public space where
people gather and share ideas on issues affecting their lives.
The communicative space formed leads to the maintenance of reciprocal speech (Berlin
1969: 133). Political freedom and communicative action is a typical feature of a
progressive human community (cf. Arendt 1958). They shape modem social and political
relations of the "private sphere", a phenomenon which leads to public awareness in tem1S
of the lise of "social" consciousness (cf. Habermas 1970:91; 1979; 1989:19). Social life
infonns mutual interdependence for the sake of life and nothing else assumes public
significance. Issues concemed with the survival of members of society are pennitted to
appear in publicly protracted discussions and debating platforms (Berlin 1969: 135). For
Habennas the subject matter became ways of changing social life, with its major goal
being the creation ofa citizen capable of virtuous action. Bemstein (1995:37) concurs by
basing the concept of "public" as the equivalent of the notion of "community". This view
suggests that a community can only afford the state of being autonomous when the
individuals concerned are capable of engaging in virtuous actions. The philosophical
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foundations of this approach were rooted in Kantian 15 teachings, which stated that the
world is coherent because it is an organic whole, no part of which can exist without the
existence of the rest (Smith 1971 :32; Arendt 1958). This dialectical approach is aimed at
offering an understanding of social totality by way of combining individual
consciousness, cultural superstructure and the economic structure. In view of the above
Paul Connerton (1976: 12) argues that: "No partial aspect of social life and no isolated
phenomenon may be comprehended unless it is related to the historical whole, to the
social structure conceived as a global entity".
The image deduced from the Habermasian approach is one which is rooted in the
classical doctrine, which sees the formation of praxis or action and a political community
operating in the ambit of unconstrained communicative action. This is considered a
necessary ingredient for the formation of reciprocal speech. It also forms the basic feature
of cultural life, the only space of appearance engendered by this form of reciprocity that
human beings can reveal themselves as citizens. Habelmas therefore referred to the goal
of fonning a public opinion as opposed to striking a balance as a major distinguishing
factor for the development of the public sphere.
In conclusion, the public sphere bases its argument on the fact that differences tend to be
ignored as people engage in these debates. This has been seen as a major illusion and
weakness of liberal discourse. And will be seen in our discussion of the community radio
station, made up of two ethnic groups. Habermas's theory reflects an assumption of
equality of membership in a given society organised on democratic lines of deliberations
(Held 1980).This forms a major weakness of the assumptions of the public sphere. The
argument raised has been that the public sphere will empower different people to
different degrees. Calhoun (1996:460) concludes by suggesting that all these discussion
groups have different discourses; therefore it would be a fallacy to presume a situation
that one group can only be rationally critical about affairs of the state and economy. The
importance of this discussion relates to the still open question of whether the public
15 For further reading in this area see Karl Popper (1962). The Open Society and its Enemies. ancl The
Poverty ojHistoricislll (] 961). .
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sphere remallls a useful and appropriate conceptual framework for the study of
community relations, specifically with regard to the establishment and use of community
radio. This thesis argues that the public sphere remains an important conceptual rubric,
and the thesis will utilise it as a framework for analysis in the study of XK FM radio
Theories of Ethnicity
To Stephen Harold Riggins (1992:01) ethnicity refers to people who perceive themselves
as constituting a community because of common culture, ancestry, language, history,
religion or customs. However, these features do not always apply uniformly; therefore
one or more can still be applicable and can be used as a feature of identity. The above
characterization of the term ethnicity shows the difficulties most scholars face in this
ambit. The term ethnicity first appeared in the 1950s (Hutchinson and Smith 1996:4). In
its early stages, the term was used as both a feature for classification between groups in
the contexts of 'self-other' distinctions and identity.
The term ethnicity is a derivative of the commonly used adjective 'ethnic,' and can be
traced back to the Middle Ages. Consequently, the word can in turn be located in the
ancient Greek tenn 'ethnos', a synonym for gentile, non-Christian or non-Jewish pagan
(Hutchinson and Smith 1996:4). The French version of the Greek noun 'ethnie', whose
adjective is 'ethnique', has no English equivalent. The French term, therefore is used to
denote an 'ethnic community or group'. The English usage of this term has always been
man'ed with inconsistencies and sometimes used for convenience. The common usage of
the term refers to a number of people or animals, who share some cultural or biological
characteristics and who live and act in concert. However, Hutchinson and Smith (1996)
argue that these uses refer to 'otherness', people who like animals belong to some groups
unlike one's own. The outcome is the creation of distinctions of the peripheral (excluded)
etlmic 'other,' and inclusive non-ethnic 'us'. ]n Latin a similar reference is made to
nationalism, whereby the term 'natio' means barbarian people, with the term 'populus'
referring to 'us' (themselves). An ethnic group is not a synonym for minority. All human
beings are ethnic, but what counts is the fragility of what is then termed 'minority' or
'majority'.
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Having scrutinized the definitions of ethnicity with a view to investigate the notion of
identity, ownership and control of the radio station by the two communities, !Xli and
Khwe, it can be concluded that ethnicity in this case is seen as an unalterable reality
determined at birth. However, recent research understands ethnicity as a social
construction, or a negotiated self-identity and imagined community (Husband 2000:200;
Anderson 1983). Previous academic expositions on ethnicity and issues of identity have
been perceived as alien to the African interpretations of ethnicity; as a result they have
failed to provide detailed accounts of the contextual factors (cf. Mary-Lewis 1987;
Saugestad 2001; Nyamnjoh 2005:26; Davidson 1992; Hobsbawm 1995). Some of these
views will be alluded to in the section below.
In vIew of the above, Hutchinson and Smith's (1996) views on ethnicity have their
weaknesses due to the failure to acknowledge that ethnicity is an identity ascribed at birth
and also an achievement at both individual and group level. Their views on ethnicity tend
to create an unmitigated juxtaposition of the latter with nationalism. Ethnicity can be
rediscovered or reclaimed. In some situations, ethnicity operates in conflict with issues of
citizenship. This happens a lot in countries marred with various ethnic groups competing
for resources (Ake 2000:92).
Citizenship issues
Citizenship can be defined as a status bestowed upon members of a political community
(Skogerbo (1996:94; David Held 1992, 1991). Similarly, Bottomore (1992:18) suggests
that citizenship entails the possession of equality with respect to rights and duties as a
form of endowment. This status can be obtained either by birth or a procedure of
"naturalization" (Bottomore 1992). It entitles citizens to a set of rights and obligations
(Held 1991:23). The concept of citizenship in this case creates a distinction between
consumer and citizen's roles and rights (cf. Garnham 1986).
The media plays a significant role of providing citizens with a substantial part of
infornlation needed to navigate and develop informed opinions on an increasing number
of issues, and consequently, political decisions concerning the structure and the
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performance of media institutions. Active citizens' participation in community issues is
often seen as leading to contemporary democratic theory (Mamdani 1996). Michael
Walzer (1983:304) suggests that: "Democracy puts a premium on speech, persuasion,
rhetorical skill. Ideally the citizen, who makes the most persuasive argument, lures the
largest number of citizens."
Furthermore, within the ambit of active-participatory citizenship is also a strong reliance
on rational communication, in the sense that one has to believe that opponents are
capable of judging and deliberating. Skogerbo (1996:90) says citizens are not only
supposed to persuade each other, more over they have to operate within a communicative
situation in which participants adhere to norms of truthfulness and sincelity.
The problem with citizenship issues is that if conferring citizenship status and rights were
that simple then the making of citizenship status would not be a major issue in South
Africa and most African states. In view of this weakness Bottomore (1992:21) further
distinguishes between formal and substantive citizenship. He says the former refers to
membership in a nation-state, and the latter consists of an array of civil, political and
social rights. This includes participation in the business of government. The two major
distinctions introduced by Bottomore (1992) show that formal citizenship does not
guarantee substantive citizenship rights. This analysis would apply in the case of !XlI and
Khwe, who are conveniently accorded the status of South African citizens and in some
cases, conferred the much lower status. of Bushman. In a parallel analysis, Charles
Husband (2000:200) says such ethnic stereotypes are readily evident to inform the
perception of ethnic minorities. He adds that: "The reality would seem to be that all
majority popu1ations have exploited their national identity in order to '" police access to
formal citizenship and qualify ethnic minority citizen's access to substantive citizenship
rights" (Husband 2000:200).
The other key to the democratic theory regarding citizenship is that citizens have to enjoy
some modicum of autonomy (or libeliy). Autonomy in this case implies that citizens are
capable of making judgments based on their interests (Skogerbo 1996:91). The belief in
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autonomy holds that citizens have the capacity to always improve their judgments. In
response to this assertion, Dewey (1988:154) posits that citizens, if properly educated, are
capable of remaining autonomous in formulating judgments informed by public interests.
Furthennore, Dewey holds that the education of citizens is fundamental to the
development of the community, because only by doing so can they leam and develop
their qualities as citizens and human beings. Hence his assertion that: "Everything which
is distinctively human is leamed, not native .... to learn to be human is to develop through
the give and take of communication and effective sense of being an individually
distinctive member of a community" (1988: 154). This confirms the prerequisite to
participation and consequently for the creation of democracy. In addition to this, four
main aspects have to be considered; discussion, voting, pat1icipation and equality (cf.
Ake 1996; Mamdani 1996).16 David Held (1991:19) concurs that the initial dismissal of
citizenship as a "bourgeois fraud" and the shift towards accepting and even embracing it
raises the issue of context and scope of democracy. He further delineates between
balancing liberty and equality, thereby raising questions of where to delimit between the
public and the private, and also the political and private spheres. This view leads to the
creation of analytical and normative aspects of citizenship. Laffet1y (1988:1) says: "As an
analytical concept, citizenship focuses our attention on the dialectic interaction between
man and the state, and as a normative concept, it advises us to what that interaction
should be". This statement points to the uniqueness of the private-social being who has
been replaced by citizenship in the public realm, the characteristic of which shows that
there is no formal distinction between the two worlds. This calls for equality as a major
factor. In attempting to explain equality Raymond Williams (1989:118) traces it to its
classical usage which he labels as a "fundamental condition", implying that all men are
created equal, with a set of specific demands. He adds that in its bearing on social
thought, equality has two main branches; first, a process of "equalization", from the
fundamental premise that men are naturally equal as human beings, "though not at all
necessarily in particular attributes." Second, equality can be viewed as a process of
removal of inherent privileges, from the premise that all men should start equal, though
the purpose or effect of this may be that they become unequal in achievement or
16 Sec Mamdani (1996:21 & 99) on the concept or detribalization.
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conditions of social mobility (Wi lIiams 1989: 118). A continuum entails an overlap, in
which the condition of inherited and created status sets some individuals above others,
thereby conferring power asymmetrically. However, to diminish this gradual shift in
private-social to public status entails embracing the normative principle, which is to bring
equality and fratemity close, thus implying the use of the moral notion of equality on the
whole limited to the notion of social conditions. This brings in the concept of citizen's
rights as already introduced above.
In introducing the notion of rights Will Kymlicka (1995:26) states that the case of
citizenship is an issue of differentiated rights, therefore it has to be seen from a three tier
approach. First, self-government rights as the delegation of powers to minOlity rights.
Second, poly-ethnic rights in tandem with financial support and legal protection for
practices such as ethnic religious rights. Third, special representation rights, these
guarantee seats for ethnic and national rights. The latter implies that a state affords the
national minority leverage to have jurisdiction over its own nation. In the case of the !XU
and Khwe ethnic groups, self-govemment rights would apply in the formulation of
resettlement policies and subsequently the move from Schmidsdrift to Platfontein. The
establishment of XK FM creates another level of complexity to the aim of the community
radio station which is partly to retain traditional values, and the maintenance of local
languages. Husband (2000:204) notes that these agendas within a multi-ethnic population
provide guarantees for the media which is run by and for indigenous peoples, and also
allows for community regulation of the flow of majority media into indigenous
communities.
The explanation given above also shows that the essential linkage between the concept of
differentiated citizenship and the explicit formulation of a model for a cultural
coexistence lies in the fundamental recognition of the individual as social. Similarly,
Husband (2000) suggests that group differentiated citizenship rights have their basis on
the acceptance of social solidarity within ethnic and national minority identities as
intrinsic to individual identities. This provides a sound platform upon which to plant a
model of multi-ethnic public sphere. An example in this case is the right to communicate
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which draws together the freedom of speech, the press, information and assembly. The
inherent virtue therefore is the overarching assertion on the rights as special ingredients
to interdependence. Furthermore, the right to communicate can be perceived as a
framework upon which the model of the multi-ethnic public sphere is constructed. This
view can be further located within the human rights generation discourse (Husband
2000:207); especially the third generation human right.
A much clearer Vlew of these concepts lS offered by Keba M'baye (1986:29) who
observes that;
Civil and political rights are based on the principle of liberty, whereas
economic, social and cultural rights derive from the principle of equality. In
the case of the former rights, an abstention is required of the state: in effect
the state must avoid preventing the exercise by individuals of the rights and
liberties that are recognized as their ... Conversely, for the enjoyment of the
second category of rights the state must make provision for their
achievement. Such rights could be categorized by saying that civil and
political rights are 'rights of, while economic, social and cultural rights are
'rights to'. These first and second generation rights are now completed by the
third generation rights, the achievement of which can no longer be obtained
merely by abstention or provision on the part of the state, but requires
solidarity between people and states. These rights of solidarity are basically
the right of peace, the right to the environment and the right to development.
The application of these rights to the !XU and Khwe in conferment of citizenship status
and subsequently the establishment of the community radio station (XK FM) indicated
the right to communicate. This buttresses the point that the need for people to
communicate in their own languages and to participate in fashioning their development is
a right; hence it gave the impetus to the establishment of the station. These rights are
further enunciated on in the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (ACHPR)
(cf. Evans and Murray 2002:353). Husband (1998:139) compounds the above assertion
by adding that, "the right to be understood would place upon all a duty to seek
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comprehension of the other. The right to be understood qualifies the right to
communicate by rejecting and condemning egocentric and ethnocentric routines of
engaging with the communicative acts of others ".
Most deliberations and issues of human rights lack a clearly defined interface with
reality, hence the argument that they are theoretical abstractions. However, these matrices
are quite informative, especially on how a society can organize itself in a bid to nudge the
political elites for their rights and the quest for citizenship. They also lead to the
discussion of ethnicity as an important ingredient in our theoretical understanding of
community media.
Conclusion
The focus of this chapter was to draw an interface between theory and practice. The
imperative therefore, is set to create a synapse between theory and practice when
analysing social phenomena. This theoretical chapter provides a synthesis to the literature
survey on community radio stations, their features and characteristics, conducted on
various academic renditions. The thrust of this chapter was to show that the public sphere
as a theoretical framework is still applicable to the discourse of community media and
that it can be used to read into community relations. Using the public sphere and its
primary constituents community radio stations act as localised public spheres where
community members freely engage and critically discuss issues affecting their lives. The
constitution of these community arrangements in the form of community radio entails
equality of members of the constituent body in status. Citizenship becomes another
feature to be rigorously engaged in the analysis of the !Xll and the Khwe as different
ethnic communities. Using theories of ethnicity I will be able to assess the impact of XK
FM on the two communities, and whether following the thcory of the public sphere they




The present chapter focuses on research epistemologies and paradigms that infonn the
selection and use of the case study research method. Phenomenology forms the main
epistemological stencil on which the qualitative research paradigm will be rooted. The
chapter will discuss the philosophical foundations of the qualitative paradigm.
Weaknesses in this paradigm will be highlighted paving way for the employment of other
research methods and techniques in a bid to underpin the case study research method.
The data collection techniques used in the field include: in-depth interviews (face-to-
face), with open-ended question guidelines; pal1icipant and non-pa11icipant observation
and the desk-top technique, especially when using the Internet to access more
infonnation about community radio stations in South Africa. Simeon Yates (2004: 133)
argues that non-participant observation entails a situation where a researcher observes but
does not take part in the social activity under study. A triangular sampling approach was
employed in which simple random sampling, stratified random sampling and cluster
(area) random sampling method were used.
Philosophical underpinnings of the Qualitative research paradigm
Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. This
approach cuts across three main epistemological foundations: phenomenological,
hem1eneutics and relativist (Yates 2004:135). This case study will partly borrow from
henneneutics and relativism, but fully ground itself in phenomenology. Phenomenology
consists of material practices that make the world visible at the same time seeking to
transform it through a set of interpretive practices (Heidegger 1962). Similarly, Norman
Denzin and Yvonna Lincoln (2000:03) concur by suggesting that qualitative research
transforms the world into a series of representations, including field notes, interviews,
conversations, photographs, recordings, and memoirs to the self. This implies that
qualitative research involves an interpretive, naturalistic approach to human experience.
A researcher in this ambit focuses on things in their natural settings, thereby attempting
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to make sense of, or to interpret phenomena in tern1S of the meanings people bring to
them (Denzin and Lincoln 2000:24). Nelson et af (1992:04) sum this up as follows:
Qualitative research is an interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary, and
sometimes counter disciplinary field. It crosscuts the humanities and the
social and physical sciences. Qualitative research is many things at the
same time. It is multiparadigmatic in focus.
The advantage of using qualitative research methods is that results are based on a strong
and flexible research design which tends to yield to valid and reliable findings. Reliability
of the findings is aided by the use of open-ended questions and verification; empirical
observation (cf. Beard 1989; Sechrest and Sidana 1995:78). Furthermore, inadequacies of
individual research techniques are minimized, such as threats to validity caused by
internal and external factors. In view of the above suggestions, Corner (1996:299) calls
for a tightly guarded research arrangement which assesses the interface of signification
(entropy) and comprehension (this refers to all objects in the domain of interpretation and
discourse or universal quantifier). In the assessment of entropy the overarching axiom is
that influence is both a product of cause and effect. Hence causality in research cannot be
perceived in isolation and from one direction, it is dialectical. This implies that
comprehension entails a situation where all steps in any event or action would be linked,
thereby influencing the outcomes either directly or indirectly. The same could be said for
various social phenomena being researched; various factors at play influence our
perception of social trends. Logically, comprehension means the same as universal
quantifier (Carnap 1958:34), while signification refers to existential quantifier; in other
words, research is value-bound therefore logic flows from specific to general.
Explanations, for example, are generated inductively from the data, implying that the
lmower and the known cannot be separated because the subjective knower is the source
of reality (cf. Guba 1990; Guba and Lincoln 1989).
Qualitative research tends to operate as a descriptive model in scientific tenns; that is,
fixing grammar, in logical terms. In this case a phenomenological paradigm which
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focuses on interpretation, description and/or constmcted multiple realities will be used to
investigate the case study of !Xu and Khwe as minolity ethnic communities benefiting
from XK FM as a community radio station. This project therefore deliberately embraces a
tJiangular approach (methodological pluralism) by embracing these three different
approaches (qualitative as interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary and sometimes counter
disciplinary), (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004: 15). The phenomenological paradigm
assists the researcher to avoid mimicking the station's organisational objectives. This
would require a technical evaluative study rather than a critical analysis (Johnson and
Onwucgbuzie 2004: 16). Interpretation in the latter case operates at a higher logical level
than description. This interpretation follows a critical phenomenological model which
helps the communities being studied to create a sense of identity through the various
realities conjured by the radio station in question.
Constructed multiple realities are contentious: for example, through different stimuli
different constituencies may well conceive of their respective experience in terms of
different interpretations of that which confronts them in life (cf. Shepperson 1995).
Different interpretations of reality exist, not single interpretations of multiple realities.
This also means that in any given reality the situational elements arising from the
inherent limits to individual experience only mean that something in the situation is
signalling (as a sign) that some communicable elements need to be uncovered and
integrated into the collective representation that we interrogate (Tomaselli 1999:45).
The challenge to the researcher therefore is to embrace socially constmcted meanings for
clarity and greater precision before making conclusions; this at least can be achieved by
giving the insider the benefit of the doubt. This position tends to oppose predilections,
especially worldviews generated by the modem natural science (positivist paradigm) and
technology, thereby justifying cognition with reference to Edmund Husserl'sl7 concept of
'evidenz'. In view of the above Michael Sarakinsky and Noram Romm (1994:25) add that
the phenomenological paradigm, a variation of the humanist and interpretive
17 See the following website for a detailed analysis of the theoretical foundations of phenomenology and the
concepts; 'epochc' and 'evidenz '; http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/husserl/#l
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epistcmologies, provides a framework upon which a researcher is able to follow the
objectives of the study and also how the object should be studied.
Having discussed the philosophical underpinnings of the qualitative research paradigm
the imperative now is to understand qualitative research in general. Beard (1989:38)
proposes that qualitative research is a research method which focuses on real life
phenomena. He further argues that qualitative methods consist of various data collection
strategies: in-depth, open-ended interviews; direct observation, written documents,
including such sources as open-ended written items on questionnaires or question
guidelines, personal diaries, and programme records. In this regard, the data from an
open-ended interview consists of direct quotations from people about their experiences,
opinions, feelings, and knowledge. The data collected from observation consists of
detailed description of broadcast programming, participants' behaviours, radio staff
actions, and the full range of human interactions that can be part of the specific
programme under investigation. Document analysis in this case, is expected to yield to
excerpts, quotations, correspondence, and official reports.
Regarding data evaluation, qualitative evaluation of data begins as raw, descriptive
information about programmes and the people involved. Those involved include the XK
FM radio station and people involved, staff members and the general community. As
researcher, I visited the community in order to make firsthand observations of the
development programmes as an activity under study; I engaged personally in their
activities such as training soccer. This sports activity broke the ice, and my intended
informants became much marc cooperative. This was done from a two pronged approach,
as both passive and participant observer, at different times (cf. Deacon et al 1999). The
research participants and staff were engaged on their experiences and perceptions on
particular phenomena being studied. Records and documents were examined in an effort
to concretize on the information being obtained from my informants. The data from the
interviews, observations, and documents was then organized into major themes,
categories, and case examples through analysis (Beard 1989: 45).
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Qualitative data may be presented alone or in combination with quantitative. The validity
and reliability of qualitative data depends on the methodological skills employed;
sensitivity and training of the researcher. The other advantage of employing (Yates
2004:53) qualitative research is that the researcher manages to create rapport with his
respondents and is therefore able to observe certain gestures and behaviour towards the
whole notion of participation, representation and control of the community radio station
by the community (cf. Cabanero-Verzosa 1993:10; Phiri 2000:37). The ontological
reason for undertaking qualitative research together with an observation technique is that
interaction with the people being researched shows the centrality of social life and
provides the researcher an understanding of the communities being studied. Deacon et at
(1999:249) suggest that the epistemological concem in observation rests on natural or
'real life' settings that can reveal social reality, which has to be experienced and shared
by the researcher, as a way of enhancing validity. Qualitative research therefore offers
access into the lives of those being researched (cf. Long 1992; Chambers 1983).
Case Study Research Methodological Approach
The case study method seeks to construct various VIews of reality with the aim of
comprehending phenomena in terms that are relative in place and time. Andreas Riege
(2003:3) adds that qualitative methods such as case studies usually follow realistic modes
of inquiry. The main objective is to "discover new relationships of realities and build-up
an understanding of the meanings of experiences rather than verify predetermined
hypotheses" (Riege 2003:3).
Various types of case studies can be identified; descriptive, illustrative, experimental,
explanatory, exploratory and chance case studies. The two types of case studies to be
used here are the exploratory and descriptive. A case study must show specificity-
boundedness. Robert Stake (2000:436) identifies three types of case studies: intrinsic,
instrumental, and collective. In intrinsic case studies research is undertaken primarily
because the case illustrates a particular problem or trait. The instmmental case study
chooses to make a case to advance an understanding of other interests (Stake 2000:437).
Collective case study becomes an extension of several cases. Elements of an intrinsic
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case study will also be applied here to permit the researcher to temporarily subordinate
other curiosities to test the stories of those in the case study. The trait or problem being
investigated is the establishment of a unique community radio station which was
anomalously created as a subsidiary of the SABC. This feature transgresses the major
characteristic of a community radio station, which is autonomy and independence (Taylor
and Willis 1999: 132), a charactelistic which is a feature of the altemative media
(Masilela 1996: 107). The basis for this approach is that assumptions in this kind of a
research are subjective, with the created knowledge dependent on the interaction between
the researcher and the researched. The aim therefore is to increase our understanding of
similarities and differences of social constmctions. This informs the exploratory aspect of
the case study.
A case study can be used to establish the validity of the subject under investigation rather
than a variable, through which the researcher gains an understanding of a broader
phenomenon (Molapo 2000:21). Jennifer Platt (1992:46) has problematised the history of
case studies by tracing it back to the work of the Chicago School of Sociology, where
participant-observation emerged as a major data collection teclmique. In her descriptive
definition of a case study she notes that the case study strategy begins with logic of
design as a strategy where preference for circumstances and research problems becomes
appropriate rather than an ideological commitment towards other circumstances. The
logic of design (Platt 1992:46) can be viewed in terms of the technical definition of a case
study as an empirical inquiry (as opposed to empiricism in the positivist research) that
investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real context. This view shows the
significance of contextual conditions to a phenomenon under study. Furthennore, on the
logic of design, Yin (2003:14) states that a case study as a research strategy is an all-
embracing method also covering data collection teclmiques, and specific approaches to
data analysis.
In view of the above Patton (1987: 19) describes a case study as a qualitative research
methodology used by the researcher who needs to understand some particular problem or
situation in great depth (exploring). He further posits that a case study is used where one
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needs to identify the case study's richness in infollnation; rich in the sense that a great
deal can be 'learned from a few exemplars' of the phenomenon under investigation.
Patton provides an example and states that a great deal can often be learned about how to
improve a programme by studying selected "failures, or successes." He adds that case
studies are particularly important when the evaluation aims to capture individual
differences or unique variations from one programme setting together, or from one
programme experience to the other. More interestingly, a case study can be a person
[announcer], an event, a [radio] programme, a time period, a critical incident, or a
community (Patton 1987:19). Regardless of the unit of analysis, a qualitative case study
seeks to describe that unit in depth, in detail, in context, and historically. It also seeks to
create a dialectical analysis of a situation by referring to the past at the same time linking
to the future. In this way, the more the program aims at individualized outcomes, the
greater the appropriateness of qualitative case methods. In addition, the more the
programme emphasizes common outcomes for all participants, the greater may be the
appropriateness of standardized measures of performance and change.
Case studies as methodological approaches can establish cause and effect. One of their
strengths is that they observe effects in real contexts, recognizing that context is a
powerful determinant of both causes and effects (Cohen and Manion 2001: 181). Other
researchers such as Miles et al (1994) define case studies in terms of phenomena
occulTing in a 'bounded context'. They also argue that if any phenomena under
investigation are not " ... intrinsically bounded, then it is not a case" (cf. Molapo 2002:
21). The most important ways in which researchers can assess the boundedness of the
phenomenon is to assess the nature of case, amount of data to be collected, the case's
historical background, the physical setting, as well as the informants through whom the
case study will be known (Stake 2000:439). It follows that if the amollnt of data collected
does not have an end and also the number of subjects to be researched, then such
phenomena are not bounded enough to qualify as a case (Miles et aI, 1994). In this
regard, my study involves XK FM as a selected case study in which two ethnic
communities, !XCi and Khwe, are seen as active participants and beneficiaries of a
community radio station. This case will serve as a bounded community.
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Data sampling and collection techniques
A sample refers to a group of people or unit of analysis selected for study. There are two
ways of choosing samples: random and non-random sampling (probability and non-
probability sampling respectively) (White 2000:61). With random sampling, the
population is split into layers or strata, on the basis of variables chosen by the researcher,
such as gender, age and ability. Cohen and Manion (2001:101) state that random
sampling is a useful blend in research as both randomisation and categorisation enables
both quantitative and qualitative pieces of research to be undertaken by selecting a
sample group. The sample for this study was chosen following three random sampling
techniques: simple random, cluster random sampling, and stratified random sampling.
The theoretical population for my study was four thousand six hundred people for the two
communities. This refers to the total population to which generalisations will be made;
the entire !XU and Khwe population. Having defined my theoretical population I then
identified my study population, which amounted to eighty-six respondents. The study
population in this case is the group I finally sampled and settled on interviewing; it
constituted the accessible population (Loue 1999:41; Deacon, et al 1999:47; Yates 2004).
The main questions to use in the process of navigation included the following: a) to
whom do I want to generalize? b) To what population can I get access? c) How can I get
access to them? d) Who or what is my study? The first question deals with my
theoretical population (entire population). The second and third questions deal with the
study population and sampling frame, respectively. Consequently, the last question
attempts to identify the sample selected (cf. Trochim 2006)18. Furthem10re, random
selection had to be used in a bid to balance the study of two populations that have varying
figures, with the !XU having a much larger population of four thousand, than the Khwe
whose population is two thousand. Random assignment would have helped in this study,
however, financial limitations prevented long-term study. The other reason for leaving
out random assignment was the magnitude of the study, time allocation, project
requirements following the institutional arrangements and the purpose for which it was
intended (Masters Thesis).
I~ . .
For further consultatIOn refer to: http://www.soClalresearchmethocls.net/kb/sampterm.htm
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The first criterion used in this study was that respondents should either be !XCi or Khwe.
The second criterion was that respondents should be residing in Platfontein, the area
within the legally defined XK FM footprint of fifty kilometres. This qualification created
conditions conducive for the use of a cluster random sampling technique. Other listeners
from the neighbouring villages like Galeshewe and outskirts of Kimberly could be
sampled. But since the detemlinant factor was that they should be either !XCi or Khwe a
cluster of people only residing in Platfontein had to be randomly sampled. The third
criterion was that the sample should attempt to represent the whole !XU and Khwe
population gauging from the figures that the population size (theoretical population) is
4500 and 2000, respectively. This therefore implied that judging from the demands and
requirements of this study, and time constraints as a major factor, the sample size had to
be narrowed to eighty-six respondents.
Another cluster of all XK FM radio staff members was sampled. The advantage of using
this technique is that all staff members also double as influential members of the two
communities. Their views tended to reflect and border on the two communities' hopes
and aspirations. In attempting to create population representation simple random
sampling technique was used. The advantage of using this technique is that each
sampling unit in the eligible population has an equal chance of being sampled. The
sampled size also reduces "random (sic) err and increases precision" (Loue 1999:42).
A stratified random sampling technique was then used to deal with further delineating the
accessible population. Strati fied random sampling requires that the population be divided
into pre-determined strata. Within each stratum, the sampling unit shares at least
particular characteristics, such as gender and age. Randomness occurs when the study
participants are selected within a sample (Loue 1999:42). This was meant to create parity
among the groups being interviewed for the two ethnic groups and to avoid skewing the
data. Sample groups based on gender and age intervals of ten years were selected. The
sample age group ranged from 10-24 years, using the interval of ten and ended up with
the 70-84 age groups. These were further stratified into male and female groups for the
!XU and Khwe respectively. Stratified random sampling tends to yield more precise
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estimates of the population parameters, considering that the overall variance is rooted on
the "within the stratum variance" (Loue 1999:42). Disproportionate stratification was
used to handle the population whose figures are skewed towards one ethnic group, the
!XU. As a result various age samples do not show uniformity; this is partly due to
differences in numbers of various age groups. This final research object was to ensure
that there is sufficient number of people in the study
The main technique used in the collection of data included interviews with the use of
research guiding questions. The purpose of the chosen method (face-to-face interviews)
as well as the research instrument (research guiding questions-) used in the study was
meant to uncover certain social constructions and facilitate immersing oneself in and
understanding of the research context (Molapo 2002:25) (see appendices for examples of
questionnaires that were used). Observation particularly at the radio station offices was
employed. In this view, Winston (1997) refers to three types of observation styles,
namely: privileged, active and limited. Amongst the three styles of observation
techniques, I used the privileged and the limited observation styles. The former refers to a
researcher who is known and thus trusted in the research setting and has an easy access to
information about the context under investigation (Molapo 2002). This is due to the
rapport which already exists between the researcher and radio station management. I') In
this situation, my role simply was to observe as they carry out their daily business with
minimal participation. Due to lack of my active participation in the whole programming
process, for example, my observation translated into limited observation as a form of
passive observation (Winston 1997).
Considering that this study is a qualitative one, which allows for the incorporation of a
range of techniques for data collection including interviews, with open-ended questions,
MoJapo (2002) suggests that there is no best instrument that can be methodically stated as
the one and only for use. He adds that the researcher must decide on the most appropriate
instrument that suites his or her own study. Face-to-face interviews and the employment
I') This is due to the contact and communication r created with the station management. The management
included Regina Beregho, Malton and other members of the CPA J conversed with on the development and
updates on the XK FM radio station.
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of open-ended questions were used mainly during the research process. This was
followed up with intermittent telephone interviews with selected members of the two
communities, especially when verifying information obtained in the field and adding
more data. Williamson et al (1982) suggest that it is crucial to create a relationship with
those being interviewed or studied as this allows the researcher access some confidential
information such as official records. This also helps interviewees to further open up since
suspicion is always a major problem. Suspicion leads interviewees to sometimes lie,
evade questions or feign ignorance (cf. van den Berghe 1967, Williamson et al 1982,
Burgess 1984, Kimmel 1988). Another major source of data was access to other fomls of
documentation used in the radio station as secondary sources. These include materials
from XK FM s, licensing and governing bodies like lCASA, and the former IBA and
other community focused groups. Documents may vary in degree of structure and the
purpose for which they were originally written, but they all provide valuable infonnation
(Teklemicael 2004: 18; Mhlanga 2002).
Lastly, contacts and interviews with the management and community leaders initially
were arranged by way of telephone bookings. Officials and leaders prefer appointments
made in advance, and in some cases with draft questions sent. This tended to save time
for them and was coupled with interviews with representatives from SASI and the
Communal Propeliy Association as specific clusters within the !XQ and Khwe
communities. However, most of the research was canied out among community members
in the field where the researcher was expected to create rapport with various key players
and generally members of the community (audience) in an effort to understand the
nuances that define ethnic differences and points of commonality between the two
communities. The aim of this research was to address the question of community
participation, and understand the issues of ownership among the people.
The first four week sessIon \-vas for data gathering. 20 The second sessIon constituted
research beneficence as an ethical obligation, commonly referred to as community
plough-back (cf. Babie 2001). During this later period the researcher went back to the
20 Field was done starting from IS July stretching to the month of October 2006.
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field to confirm and test the validity and reliability of data gathered both from the official
records and other sources in the field. The communities studied speak !Xuntali and
Khwedam respectively, as their main languages. Afrikaans is used as an alternative (cf.
Douglas 1996). Translators and interpreters were organized to facilitate communication
in the field.
Conclusion
The array of methodologies used in the preparation of this research was all
phenomenological in its approach. It includes the use of qualitative research as the main
paradigm, with the case study methodological approach as the guiding research principle.
The exploratory and descriptive case studies are used as the major types of case studies
fit for a research on this unique and unexplored community radio station, XK FM. The
data collection techniques include: in-depth interviews (face-to-face and telephone
contact), with open-ended question guidelines; participant and non-participant (passive)
observation and the desk-top technique, especially when using the internet to access more
infomlation about community radio stations. Using these tools, I proceeded to collect my
data, which is the subject of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CASE STUDY OF XK FM
Platfontein is part of the Northern Cape Province and is situated ten kilometres from the
regional administrative city and legislature in Kimberley (see Appendix 1 for the location
of Platfontein). The !XU and Khwe moved to Platfontein between 1999 and 2003, while
some remained at Schmidtsdtift where they continue to be in the employ of the army. The
radio station is a fairly new development. 21 The two communities' speech languages are
different. The general phenotype of the !xn resembles that of any other member of the
San communities in Southern Africa, whereas the Khwe and part of their language have
fewer clicks and the limited use of the hard palatal. Their language shows striking
similarities with the general Bantu languages which can also be gleaned from their
22surnames.
The two communities were settled on a high level plateau with each ethnic group's
settlement isolated from the other. Much as they follow the village life theirs' is a
modernized one with electricity and brick houses. However, they seem to have retained
some traditional ways, and these include their traditional dances: trance dance and
traditional fonns of consultation with the abode of ancestors. Furthermore, signs of social
inequality can be observed through some community members who do not have access to
electricity and proper sanitation.
The !XCt are located on the northern part, covering a wide area due to their numerical
advantage. The Khwe are located on the southern part towards Kimberley and the main
road, and are numerically fewer. In between the two communities there is the school,
community radio station, and business centre. The primary school falls within the
21 The radio station was formed in August 2000, and according to information gathered from the interviews,
people started settling in Platfontein from 1999 through to 2003
22 This includes my own observation considering that most of their surnames were similar to those used in
some conmlunities in Zimbabwe were r come from. These surnames are: Kapungu, Kabwata and many
others that are also found among the Nambia, Tonga and Shona people of Zimbabwe. Douglas also
attempts to give a background of the two conm1Unities, in so doing he ends up linking them up with various
Bantu groups found in Namibia, Angola, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
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category of non-fees payment school. Next to it, is a centre which offers children and old
people free food organized under the auspices of local government; although the
recipients were complaining that the handouts are insignificant.
During my seven week stay in the field, I engaged in various activities in a bid to be part
of the broader society. These activities included playing soccer with various teams and
generally making visitations to different places as a way of mingling. Engaging in such
activities was part of the research strategy of creating rapport with the two communities.
There was an overwhelming response among the Khwe, with most people willing to
participate in the research. On arTival the station manager together with her assistant
helped me as research facilitators to the two communities. This anangement had been
organized in 2005 over the telephone when I first made preliminary enquiries and
interviews about XK FM radio station. Subsequently, a number of interviews followed in
the same vein, this time with various actors like the Communal Property Association
(CPA), South African San Institute (SASI) and the Director of McGregor Museum. 23 The
station managers further engaged four other people whose duty was to accompany me
during the period of my stay in the field, at the same time canvassing for respondents for
me as I was doing my interviews. Their task in particular was to facilitate access into the
two communities by providing translation services. Following their social arrangements,
of the four people; two came from the !XU, and the other two from Khwe. On making an
enquiry about this arrangement I was told that such a move was meant to cause ethnic
balance. The same arrangement had to be followed at the station. This arrangement was
agreed on by the CPA on how to balance ethnic representation in all their activities so as
to avoid conflict. XK FM has six presenters, of which there are three !XG and three Khwe
presenters. The Acting station manager (Regina Beregho) is Khwe and the deputy station
manger (Malton) is !XCi.
23 The ePA leaders who were contacted first were Mario Mahongo and his son. At SASI telephone
dISCUSSIOns were made with Mary-Joy Windschutt, then at McGregor contact was made with David Morris
who was also instrumental in providing more information about the morphology of the community and its
development in general.
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The reason for this social arrangement is the violent ethnic conflicts that malTed these
two communities ever since they settled in South Africa in 1989. The respondents also
added that ethnic clashes were a common feature in their community up to the recent
past; around 2003. However, they observed that the advent of a community radio station
and the continuous churning out of information about the obtaining social problems had
brought the two communities to work together. One of the community leaders from the
Khwe ethnic group acknowledged that, "for the first in our history we have managed to
work together and even share solutions to our problems even if we are two different
communities".24 He added that the presenters have taught them lessons as models on how
feasible it is for the two communities to work together and shape their future.
Historically, they never had any interaction in their countries of origin. Observation
revealed that the Khwe tend to look down upon the !XU. Hence the use of derogative
names like: n#hii used by the !XU when referring to the Khwe, while the Khwe call the
!XU, n!hae?5 The crisis of etlmic relations was also exacerbated by the selective
treatment they received from the SADF favouring the Khwe at the expense of the !xu.
South African Defence Forces (SADF) favoured the Khwe by exposing them to
educational opportunities more than the !XfI (cf. Douglas 1996)26. As a result the Khwe
people tend to portray higher levels of literacy than the !Xll. This has fm1her located the
Khwe at a higher pedestal of the social mobility ladder.
Observation shows that the Khwe are more receptive to strangers than the !xu. They
were willing to participate and engage in research. Their communication skills are more
polished compared to those of their !Xli counter parts. Most of my Khwe respondents
24 These were the views of one member of the Communal Property Association, a community structure
created to address issues obtaining in their communities. This structure is blended with members from the
two conununities and operates like a secretariat with offices located Skm into the farms owned by the two
c?mmunities. The views were expressed during my interaction with the CPA in the offices in August 2006.
2) Information on the use of derogative names was obtained from the interviews I had with Erasmus
Matesta, one of my research assistants from the side of the !Xli. He gave this information in emphasizing
etlmic differences among the two communities. These terms can be pronounced in the following way:
'Il'/we,' llsed by the Khwe depicting the 'XCI can be pronounced as 'ngcaye.' It means people who come
fi'om the bush. Then the name 'n#hc7' given to the Khwe by the 'Xli can be pronounced as 'nea, . when
probed on the meaning they said it has no meaning but depicts the way the Khwe speak.
2(, This information is also based on my discussions with people in the field. It also depicts ethnic cleavages
that stdl eXIst 111 the community.
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could at least understand English, although they had some difficulties in conversmg
fluently. On the contrary, the !Xli are a closed community and unwilling to talk to
strangers. In some instances they would feign ignorance of Afrikaans when addressed in
Afrikaans by my research assistants; a move meant to impede communication. Then
when approached by my !Xli facilitators they would sometimes reproach them for being
too accommodative. However, this only took place for a week after which they opened up
although traits of suspicion remained.
The general observation made was that the !XCi people only enjoy numerical advantage as
the majority but they belong to the socially excluded group even when considering access
to resources. Stuart Douglas (1996) argues that this was aggravated by their willingness
to be diligent foot soldiers and not seek to advance themselves socially. I fUliher
observed that all these traits of being a closed community, not being receptive and the
general low literacy rate are relics of years of isolation and skewed treatment by the
SADF. To compound the above observation, the two groups portrayed different views of
their past, the !XCi gave a picture of a past full of abuse and exploitation by both the
SADF and the Khwe. While the Khwe acknowledged that their past like that of the !Xli
was characterised by exploitation by the SADF, they argued that moving to South Africa
was a good move for them and that they would only be willing to visit their relatives in
Namibia and Angola, than to return pelmanently.
The !Xli created a nostalgic picture of people who want to return to Namibia if given an
opportunity. When probed as to why they would want to return, their response was that
they feel that they are left out of most development projects, as a result they do not
believe that they belong to South Africa. One member of the community, who spoke to
me on condition of anonymity, and also in keeping with the ethical undertaking in my
research to protect all my respondents, gave an allegory of the water which was flowing
after the rains by suggesting the following;
You see the water flowing here, they do not mingle you can still see two
lines within a single flow; one mixed with mud, and the other which is
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clear. They act as a symbol of our two communities that are being forced
to act as if they are one community. This flow of water will never mix;
likewise we will never be one community.27
Due to high literacy levels favouring the Khwe, it was noted that they are always willing
to engage in some development work. The youths who are not employed are also willing
to constructively engage in any development project. However, unemployment levels are
high for the two communities. The observation of the responses of the two ethnic groups'
to vagaries of unemployment showed that they both have res0l1ed to high levels of
alcoholism and sometimes violence. As a result a few activities have been instituted to
help them cope with their situation. These include playing soccer and listening to XK FM
radio which broadcasts programmes for the youth. The other activities involved a drama
group funded by the First National Bank (FNB) (see programme catalogue in the
appendices). The plays produced by this group are recorded and then broadcasted on XK
FM for the two communities as part of entertainment and education on various
development issues.
The community radio station IS located in proximity to the two communities.
Interestingly, the radio station is situated in between the two communities, with the !XCi
on one side and the Khwe on the other side of the station. This set up presents another
symbolic portrayal of the radio station as contributing significantly in bridging the ethnic
relations for the two communities. As one of my Khwe respondents confirmed, "this
radio station is a symbol of progress and unity for us; at least we are now able to
communicate. No one can ignore the messages churned on radio even if they are
broadcasted in another language, they are meant for us all". In consonance with the
assertion above the radio presenters are drawn from the two communities and trained in
basic cadet radio presenting and programming. The general appearance of the building
housing XK FM radio station is characterized by a big SABC logo (see Figures 1 and 2
below).
27 These were the views of one of my IXli respondents, during an interview in October 2006.
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FIGURE I: A picture of XK FM community radio station showing the SABC logo, as
seen from a close view.
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FIGURE 2: Showing the SABC logo, taken from a distance.
The SABC logo as shown in the pictures above shows the influence of SABC. It also
confirms the ownership of the community radio station by the state broadcaster. This
creates a paradox as the community is portrayed as owners of the radio station following
the social contract entered into by the community leaders (on behalf of the two
communities) and the Communications Minister, on 18 August 2000. On the occasion of
the launch of XK FM radio station held in Schmidtsdrift, the original location of the lXfi
and Khwe, The Minister was also quoted as suggesting that;
The X-K FM will afford the people of Schmidtsdrift an opportunity to
tell their story to South Africa and the world, not from our point of view
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but their point of view .,. In your28 station we hope to hear about your
language, culture and traditions. It is important for us to hear the stories
of the !XU and Khwe. Nobody else can tell that story except the old
people and youth of this area?9
Observation on the radio station also revealed that XK FM is an SABC project. Staff
members revealed that they are employed by the SABC and are answerable to it. They
also revealed that programming is done without the consent of the two communities. No
programme is broadcast without the sanction of SABC. This assertion by some members
of the staff contradicted the Minister's statement that the community owned the radio
station. My view of the situation on the ground also confirmed this assertion by some
members of staff. By highlighting the possessive verb frequently used in the above
quotation, I also observed that the statement by the Minister was like a social
arrangement where a development project is offered to the community with the right
hand and taken away with the other. This is tantamount to offering aid with a spoon and
taking it away with a shovel (Mhlanga 2005). The scenario created by this arrangement is
that the presence of the community in such a launching ceremony acts only as a political
leverage to lend credence to the case of a community radio station whose reach exceeds
the local people's grasp of the politics at play.
The community station also doubles as a community centre where community messages
are broadcasted. Members of the community also have access to other facilities like
telephone and printing facilities, particularly if the business organized is a community
one. The criterion for access and use of the facilities by the two communities is that
individual members have to be either !Xu or Khwe. Members of the community and
visitors are expected to sign the log book on entering the radio station. Messages
informing the communities about meetings are announced on radio and when a member
28 My emphasis- refers to the frequent use of the possessive verb used by the Communications Minister
thereby creating an impression of Xl( FM as a community radio station which is owned, managed and
administered by the local communities. This assertion is contrary to the situation on the ground as observed
by the researcher.
29 The quotation was taken from the following website:
http://www.info.gov.zo/speeches/2000/00082000101001004.htm
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of the community has visitors; a message IS broadcasted on radio. The radio station
therefore accomplishes various roles.
Community responses to the radio messages also depicted the impact this radio station
has on the two ethnic communities. I observed that due to the communal nature of these
two communities, it is quite difficult to discern who have or do not have radios to listen
to XX FM. People are always prepared to share information or listen together as a group.
Furthermore, the arrangement where there are always two presenters per programme has
created an appreciation of the two main local languages of broadcasting (Xuntali and
Khwedam) across the ethnic divide. At least, the two communities are beginning to
tolerate each other; thereby learning each other's languages although the !XU already
enjoy the benefit of knowing Khwedam. This was said to be due to the social differences
between the two ethnic communities caused by the SADF when they were still in Angola
and Namibia. The other explanation is that the Khwe were always offered opportunities,
as a result they rose through the social mobility ladder and began to look down upon their
!XI1 counterparts. The !XI1 were recruited as foot-soldiers, whereas the Khwe could be
sent to school. 3o This implies that when the final process of social integration takes place
the !Xfi will stand to benefit in social mobility than the Khwe.
Case study: Presentation of data from face-to-face interviews
Using the guiding-questions eighty-seven people were interviewed In total. These
included eleven staff members, and seventy-six members of the two communities. From
each ethnic group thirty-eight people were interviewed, respectively. Furthermore, using
the gender variable, from each ethnic group with a total of thirty-eight respondents,
nineteen females and males were interviewed, respectively (see Figure 3 below).
30 Part of the information was originally gathered from reading Stuart S. Douglas' (1996) thesis on the two
communities. Douglas further highlights that these ethnic cleavages were further entrenched by the
selective access to resources which seemed to be skewed in favour of the Khwe. Most of these assertions
could be confirmed in the field as stated above. The Khwe are more open to strangers than the !Xfi. This is
another sociological explanation to issues of class and stratification brought about by access to resources.
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FIGURE. 3: Tables representing the total number of respondents according to ethnicity,
gender and age variables.
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Following the question guidelines that were used uniformly across all the respondents, a
number of patterns and observations were made using pie charts and column graphs. The
responses varied from question to question; for question three, which focused on whether
the respondents' listen to XK FM or any other showed that at least all the respondents
listen to XK. FM. The follow up question which then requested the respondents to list the
radio stations they listen to in order of their preference identified five radio stations: XK
FM, Radio Sonder Grense (RSG), a-FM, Radio Motsweding FM (MDG FM),31 5-FM
and the category of other. All the !Xil respondents stated that they listen to XK. FM, only
eleven respondents mentioned RSG, while six also mentioned MDG. One respondent
added 5-FM, three also named O-FM, with four falling into the category of the other.
This information was then presented in a pie-chart format as seen in Figure 4 below.
Similarly, among the Khwe all the respondents stated that they listen to XK. FM; with
nineteen adding RSG FM, two for a-FM, five for 5-FM and MDG, respectively. Only
seven fell into the category of other. The responses were then tabulated using Figures 4
and 5 below. The pie charts and statistics presented below show trends that are almost
similar for the two ethnic communities. Then the few variations in terms of preferences
for other radio stations can be alluded to the differences in exposure and social mobility
ladder for the two communities.
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FIGURE 4: Pie Chart showing various radio stations listened to by the !Xli ethnic group
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FIGURE 5: Pie Chart showing various radio stations listened to by the Khwe ethnic
group in order of preference.
The following question focused on language and ethnic issues, mainly requesting the
respondents to state their language preferences as listeners of XK FM. Four categories
emerged for the two ethnic groups. Responses from the !Xfi interviewees: fourteen
mentioned XuntaIi and Khwedam, seven, Xuntali, Khwedam and Afrikaans, while
thirteen stated Xuntali alone, and eight added Xuntali and Afrikaans only. Of the Khwe
respondents, twenty-three mentioned both Khwedam and Xuntali, while eleven said they
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listen to Khwedam and Xuntali and Afrikaans, with seven for Khwedam alone and three
for Khwedam and Afrikaans (Fig 6 & 7). The responses in Figures 6 and 7 show ethnic
differences, especially with thirteen !Xfi respondents preferring to listen to their
language, while the same category for the Khwe only, is seven. This is also a sign that the
!Xfi are more inclined towards supporting their language. It can be assumed that this is
due to the marked differences in terms of social development as can be seen on the
ground, whereby the !Xfi tend to be less developed and illiterate than their Khwe
counterparts. This is also evident from the observations made above of the two
communities' openness to other languages. The Khwe are more open to learning other
languages, as shown in their interest in listening to Xuntali, Khwedam and Afrikaans,
which is pegged at eleven. Seen from another angle this view it can be argued that the
!XU no longer feel the need to learn or listen to any other language since most of them are
able to speak all the three languages, compared to most Khwe who are not able to speak
Xuntali.
Column chart showing thelXu
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FIGURE 6: Column Chart showing the !Xfi listeners' preferences for the broadcasting
languages.
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Column chart showing the Khwe
listeners' preferences for the
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FIGURE 7: Column Chart showing the Khwe listeners' preferences for the broadcasting
languages.
The other question on ethnic issues required respondents to specifically state their views
on whether they felt that the two local languages (Xuntali and Khwedam) were equally
represented on XK FM. Responses from the !XQ showed that thirty-four agreed, while
only one disagreed, with three preferring to withhold their opinions despite being probed.
The Khwe responses showed that thirty-six agreed with one disagreeing and the other
choosing to withhold his views on the question (see Figs. 8 & 9). The responses
presented in Figures 8 and 9 below, show similarities, this can be attributed to the general
community ideation which views XK FM as a community radio station working towards
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FIGURE 9: Pie chart showing views of the Khwe listeners on language representation by
XKFM
Questions on community participation in XK FM as their local radio station among the
!Xfi showed that twenty~eight stated that there is need for community participation, with
five disagreeing and non-responses respectively. For the Khwe on the same question





obtained was then depicted using pie charts to further give a visual illustration of the
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FIGURE 10: Pie chart showing views of the !Xu respondents on community participation








'Pie chart re,presenti'ng comm'uniity
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FIGURE 11: Pie chart showing views of the Khwe respondents on community
participation in the community radio station.
Figures 10 and 11 present an overwhelming response by the two communities suggesting
that there is need for community participation in the production programmes and
management of XK FM. This can be interpreted to mean that the two communities
acknowledge that they are not consulted when policies and programmes are being
fonnulated and implemented. These views are also congruent with the observations made





confirm the need for communities to be engaged as equals in XK FM since the radio
station is said to be a community radio station.
Question]4 emphasised the issues of community participation by requmng the
respondents to rate the levels of community participation in the operation of XK FM (and
also in programming). Five categories were drawn for the interviewees to illustrate their
responses where appropriate. These ranged in descending order from very-high (VB),
high (H), moderate (M), low (L) and very-low (VL). Responses from the !XU had four
(11 %) who said community participation is very-high, with 15 (40%) as high, 10 (26%)
moderate, 7 (18%) low and 2 (5%) very-low. The response from the Khwe showed that
10 (26%) said community participation is very-high, with 21 (55%) saying high, 6 (16%)
moderate, nil for low and one (3%) very-low. These levels of community participation in
the community radio station were also presented using pie charts (Figs. 12 and 13 below).
An analysis of the views as depicted by the pie charts and percentages in the figures
below show that a sizable number of people believed that participation was very high.
For the !Xu if one combines the adds the figures from moderate to very low, the total
obtained is that 49% respondents felt that the participation is not adequate. This shows
that almost half of the people interviewed felt that there is need for participation. This
assertion therefore would be in keeping with the above Figure 10 and 11 where the
respondents called for a marked increase in participation.
The respondents did not have a clear understanding of what participation entails,
especially in relation to community radio. This can be supported by the responses
illustrated using pie charts in Figures 14 and 15, where the interviewees suggested that
they need complete control (ownership) and running of XK FM as a community radio
station. At least from the responses in the figures 14 and 15 we can further discern that
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FIGURE 13: Pie charts showing Khwe interviewees' views on the level of community
participation
Then the question on control (ownership) and participation in running of XK FM by the
community similarly received a number of responses. Among the !Xli 27 (71%) agreed to
have the community exercising complete control in running XK FM as a community
radio station, with 10 (26%) disagreeing and only one (3%) not responding. Responses
from the Khwe showed that 18 (48%) agreed to have the community exercising complete
control in the running of XK FM. Only fifteen (39%) disagreed and five (13%) gave no
responses (see Figure 14 & 15 below). The overwhelming response by the !Xu
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respondents who want complete control (ownership) and participation in running XK
FM can be interpreted in many ways. The first angle of interpretation is that their
response could have been informed by the social exclusion they are facing considering
that their literacy levels are lower compared to those of their Khwe counter parts. This
would also explain the 48% response which supported the need for complete control
(ownership) and participation of the two communities. However, their low response
compared to that of the !Xu can also be interpreted as a sign that they feel a sense of
belonging and being represented through the station manager who is Khwe. This implies
that their hopes and aspirations are represented in the radio station by the station manager
who belongs to their ethnic group. This assertion is informed by the clearly defined
ethnic cleavages that exist between these two communities as discussed above.
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!Xu responses:
Yes No No Response
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FIGURE 14: Pie chart illustrating the views of the !Xu regarding the need for their












Pie chart representing views of the
Khwe on control, participation and
running of XK FM
FIGURE 15: Pie chart illustrating the views of the Khwe regarding the need for their
community to have a complete control (ownership), participation and running ofXK FM
On the programmes, particularly, development programmes on XK FM, among the !XU,
28 (74%) agreed that they know of the development programmes, 8 (21 %) stated that
they do not know of any development or related programmes, two (5%) did not respond.
Among the Khwe, of the thirty-eight respondents, 30 (79%) professed knowledge of
development or related programmes, 6 (16%) stated that they do not know of any, with
only 2 (5%) not responding. Following this information pie-charts were also used to
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illustrate the visual and percentage representation of community levels of knowledge of
community development focused or related programmes (see Figures 16 and 17 below).
!Xu responses:
Yes No No Response
28 8 2
74% 21% 5%
Pie chart representing !Xu's levels of
knowledge of community
development focused programmes on
X,KFM
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FIGURE 17: Pie chart representing knowledge levels from the Khwe respondents of
development programmes.
Furthennore, the question on their views on whether XK FM has enough development
and civic awareness programmes to satisfy community needs, responses were almost
unifonnly presented. Among the 38 !XU respondents, ten agreed that there were adequate
development and civic awareness programmes on XK FM, while twenty-eight disagreed.
From the Khwe respondents thirteen agreed and only twenty-five disagreed. To further
illustrate these responses column charts showing their views on community needs for
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FIGURE 19: Column charts showing the views of the Khwe on community needs for
development programmes.
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Report from face-to-face interviews with XK FM staff
Findings from the sample cluster involving staff members only revealed trends and
patterns. There were similarities with responses from the listeners. The major differences
were that each cluster had its own question guidelines with slightly different sets of
questions meant to tap from an array of experiences. The object was to further interrogate
context specific issues, especially from the presenters and managers who in this case are
referred to as staff. Their varied and rich tapestry of responses added value to the research
particularly on issues of ethnicity, community participation, ownership and control.
Eleven members of staff were interviewed. They included everyone from the station-floor
(cleaner) to the manager. The SABC line manager for Radio Broadcast Facilities (RBF)
was added as the eleventh respondent. 32 He was instrumental in the formation of the
station and has technical knowledge on broadcast facilities. From the total of eleven staff
members, five belong to the lXCi ethnic group while the other five are Khwe. Their ages
range within the 20-35 years, with matric as the highest level of education attained. It was
also noted that they have worked for the community radio station for varied periods but
stretching from 2-6 years. They were appointed against semi-pennanent contracts. The
station manager and her deputy double up as presenters. Khwe presenters were always
willing to interact and are almost fluent in English, while their lXCi counterparts always
prefer to keep to themselves. One of the reasons for this is that they always have
difficulties in communicating in English.
On the question of other key stakeholders and players who were involved in the
formation of XK FM; RSG, community leaders (from the two ethnic communities) and
SABC were cited as having played a pivotal role. However, SABC was portrayed as
currently the sole player, and also instrumental in the attainment of the community radio
licence (see Licence on the appendices together with the section on ownership of the
radio station). Community leaders were said to have been influential in calling for the
establishment of XK FM and also for espousing the societal yearning for a station as a
]2 William Heath was interviewed as a member of the technical department and also cOllsiderino the
influential role he played leading to the formation and launch of the radio station on 18 August 2000. b
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means of preserving their local languages that were threatened by extinction at the
expense of Afrikaans. They urged that a community radio station act as a social
instrument in uniting the two ethnic groups, educate and provide entertainment while
teaching the youths about their past. 33
The question on who owns the radio station was asked. There was a general consensus
from the responses that it is owned by the community. When probed they said it can be
assumed from the community radio station's open-door-policy to the public. They added
that XK FM derives its uniqueness from this policy; hence it operates as a community
centre, which can be used by members of the community for various purposes other than
being a community station. The station, as observed, offers telephone facilities for
emergency cases, such as, calling police and ambulance services, and other various fonns
of socially vital activities. However, some respondents revealed that they their views are
that XK FM is not owned by the community but SABC. One of the staff respondents
even added that he believes that radio station was fonned by the SABC on behalf of the
government. When asked to explain further the respondent stated that judging from the
SABC stance towards the government, it can be argued that XK FM as an SABC project
would always work to serve the interests of the government. The respondent argued
further that:
... I have a finn belief that the station is not a community radio, and also
that the two communities are only being used to believe that they own
the radio station when they do not even have a word in content
production. To me this is a fonn of political manipulation, using the
media for ideological re-aligning us. It is common knowledge that these
two communities will never own this radio station. 34
lJ This information was obtained from my interview with William Heath, in September 2006. Heath is one
?I the people who were influential in mobilising for the establishment of XK FM as a community station.
These are some of the views ofone of my informants who also have to be protected following the
gUIdance of my ethical clearance whIch calls for the protection of my sources.
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The view that SABC owns and controls the community radio station was depicted by
most responses especially from staff and some members of the community. Those who
asserted for the latter further argued that SABC reserves the right to assess all the
programmes before they are aired (this assertion is supported by the Licence in the
appendices). SABC pays for the salaries, equipment and technical expertise for the
community radio station. To ascertain autonomy and independence of the community
radio as a key ingredient and feature of community broadcaster, and also meant to
provide the alternative role, respondents were asked whether XK FM as a radio station
had its separate board members and the criteria used in appointing them. The responses
showed that there are no board members drawn from the community. The SABC board
doubles as a board for the community radio station and is coordinated from
Johannesburg. All the staff respondents professed that they have not met any member of
the board before (see the Licence in the appendices).
In a bid to assess the issues of autonomy and independence, a question was asked on the
procedures of acquiring community radio licences. The general trend showed that none of
the staff members had knowledge of the procedure. They also alluded that SABC was
prepared to acquire the licence on their behalf after being approached by the community
elders. SABC had to do the application process through ICASA. The terms for awarding
the community broadcasting licence as stipulated through ICASA are that local content
has to be given eighty percent, with twenty percent for the other and international
content. The respondents added that Xuntali and Khwedam should be given priority as
the main local languages, with Afrikaans as the medium of cross-communicating for the
two ethnic groups. This also implies that if there is one presenter Afrikaans becomes the
language of broadcasting, so as to cause a balance of ethnic relations. A licence was then
offered for a term of six years, subject to renewal. Another question was on the
community radio's sphere of influence which the staff members said it stretched for a
50km radius.
The interviewees also stated that SABC sponsors all the programmes. Following this
arrangement all [01111S of advertisement are barred. The radio station operates from six
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o'clock to nine o'clock in the evening daily with SABC support. Their news bulletins are
linked to the main SABC bulletin, and are coordinated from Kimberley SABC studios.
First National Bank (FNB) has since launched a series of radio plays and competitions
that are broadcast in the evenings.
On the question of receiving government grants and funding most of the respondents
agreed that they indirectly receive assistance through SABC, while others indicated that
they had no knowledge of this support. When probed they stated that there are no other
sponsors except SABC since advertising is not allowed. Then the question on level of
community involvement in production of radio programmes, responses unanimously
affirmed that the programmes are planned and done by the programmers, some of whom
are presenters, with minimal consultation with the community. Respondents also stated
that in some cases programmes are taken to the community for endorsing and
authenticating only, but SABC has the ultimate authority to sanction broadcasting of
these programmes. However, it was acknowledged that in the future they will engage
community leaders in every stage.
When asked whether they think community involvement in the production of
programmes is necessary, the responses showed that there is need for deep-seated
community participation since XK FM as a radio station is targeting the two communities
as active audience and with a major aim of facilitating development, dialogue and
participation. Some staff members suggested that such an approach empowers the
communities with fully fledged rights to fashion the development they want and ensUling
that the radio station stands to benefit the targeted communities. On the general
community reaction to their programmes, responses from the staff were congruent to that
of the listeners, displaying the particular trends depicting community yearning for more
involvement in the running of the radio station.
Most staff members emphasized that the development focused programmes are not
sufficient, adding that there is need for programmes that will be produced by the youth
for the youths, with a particular inclination towards education, unemployment,
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HIV/AIDS and other social problems. The operations officer who works for the CPA and
closely linked to the community radio station added that there is even more need for
upgrading the staff members by way of encouraging them to study further and also for
the SABC as sponsors to always conduct refresher courses for presenters.
Another question was asked whether on they think development programmes serve to
enrich the languages. The responses were affirmative, and added that broadcasting the
local languages apart from conjuring feelings of belonging; it helps in the preservation of
the language. Other responses stated that this helps the communities to gain more pride in
themselves and also that the simultaneous broadcasting of languages unites the two
communities as they begin to realise the need to operate in unison.
The last question which was posed to all staff members was on managll1g ethnic
differences and the role of the community radio station in uniting the two communities.
This question helps us to further construe the space for ethnic minority media in a
diversely contorted society yearning for social transformation. I learned that the history
of the two communities was marred with conflict and general resentment of each other. It
was also clearly pointed that social dichotomies based on the notions of excJusionary
'other' and inclusive 'us' were evident. The radio stations therefore as an ethnic minority
medium has a role of reinforcing ethnic identities in a uniting way and forge some form
of socially constructed continuum. Respondents agreed that they used to have conflict,
some of which were violent and had repercussions and casualties. These forms of social
upheavals were said to have last occurred in the late nineties and turn of the millennium.
However, they said now the conflict has been quelled; with feelings of resentment
subsiding. All respondents acknowledged that the station has helped to mute conflicts, by
disseminating information on the need to for the two groups to unite and also by acting as
a model, whereby presenters from the two ethnic groups work side-by-side.
The presenters further stated that on seell1g the gradual escalation of these social
problems they started broadcasting calling the two ethnic groups to engage in dialogue on
the problems affecting them. They added that with this approach the two communities
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began to appreciate the power of dialogue as opposed to the violent conOict and
confrontation of the past. Religious programmes were introduced to help the community
and create symbols of peace. Community responses to these programmes is said to have
been positive, aided by the mushrooming of churches and their message of brotherhood.
Ministers of religion conduct live programmes every Sunday and some of their sermons
are recorded and broadcasted in the evenings.
Governance, Management and Staffing of XK FM
Management, control and material support for XK FM's operations resides with SABC.
The station does not have a local board responsible for the management of its operations
and to oversee the expenditures of the station and the station manager's performance. At
the time of doing field research (from August to October 2006) the Station Manager was
operating on an acting capacity, since April 2005. She did not have substantive powers to
effect some decisions without the consent of the SABC's management in Johannesburg.
During my stay in the field she was constantly attending meetings and workshops in
Johannesburg, as a way of training her for the management position. The community
radio station also marked its sixth anniversary on 18 August 2006.
The station is locally managed by two people whose duties have been split into two to
avoid causing a conflict of roles. There is the Acting-Station Manager who has limited
powers in running the station and reports directly to SABC authorities. Then, there is the
Deputy Manager who also doubles up as the Programme Manager. His duty is to oversee
the production of programmes but does not have the powers to authorise the immediate
broadcasting of programmes without the full authority of SABC and the Acting Station
Manager. The Deputy Station Manager is !XCi, while the Station Manager is Khwe. These
two also double up as presenters for in their different languages. The Station Manager
also explained that it is station policy to balance ethnic representation at all levels. This
was also said to be as a result of the previous years of conflict which characterised the
two ethnic communities.
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A separate technical section of the community radio station exists. This section IS
managed under the auspices of Radio Broadcasting Facilities (RBF) from SABC offices
in Kimberley. The cadet technician at XK FM belongs to the Khwe community, and is
always supervised by William Heath who operates from SABC offices in Kimberley. The
technical division oversees the installation and maintenance of new equipment. The
equipment belongs to SABC, and the employees are considered SABC staff.
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The Management ofXK FM has no powers to employ without consulting the SABC. The
Station Manager and her deputy stated that in the case of vacancies SABC flights an
advert, and the station management collects the application. When interviewing, a panel
is set, comprising of the Station Manager, Programme Manager and a representative of
the Human Resources Department of SABC. In that regard SABC is responsible for their
salaries and for the general maintenance and financing of XK FM. By implication, SABC
is the sole owner of XK FM as a community radio station. The community has no voice
in programme production as all programmes have to be sanctioned by SABC. The
organogram for XK FM also provides an interesting case study of a unique community
radio station whose management has limited latitude to make decisions.
The organogram below also shows that decision making remains a preserve of the SABC
management, with minimal community participation. Consequently, the community does
not have the power to apply for the radio licence. This was part of my research
expenence as XK FM was supposed to be applying for a new broadcasting licence
following the expiry of the first licence granted in 2000. Regulations stipulated by
ICASA state that licences have a term of six years. At the expiry of the term, a team
made up of people from SABC and some members of leASA was sent to solicit for the
views of the listeners on the operations of the community radio station. The station
management was not involved in the process. The two organograms below presented
below depicted the reality as seen from the official view (Fig. 7) and the researcher's
point (Fig.8).
1) This follows the discussion r had with Rena Kabwata, the station Cadet Tedmician and William Heath in
September 2006.
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FIGURE 21: Organogram ofXK FM Community Radio (as seen by the Researcher)
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
A critical analysis and discussion of the data presented above following the literature
survey, theoretical framework and research methodology shows that there are deep-
seated under-currents purveyed by the powerful and pervasive politics. The discussion of
the model of community radio generally follows the public sphere concept as postulated
by Habermas (1989), as discussed in Chapter Two. Community radio provides people
with a platform for debate, dialogue and discussion of various issues affecting the
community, without any form of external influence. As stated in the previous chapters,
community media ideally is meant to provide an alternative voice to the local
communities, and to encourage them to fully participate in fashioning the development
they want. A community radio is commonly classified under the ambit of independent
media (Taylor and Willis 2000:136) and alternative media (Masilela 1996). There are
economic and political factors that are usually ideal in motivating for a development
programme which is driven by the local communities. However, as demonstrated, XK
FM seems to have started off from a completely unique and anomalous footing, in that
the national public broadcaster, SABC, is the sole sponsor. Can XK FM be classified as a
community radio in the strict sense if it is owned by the state?
Knowledge gathered from the literature survey says community radio falls within the
paradigm of alternative media. The concept of alternative media as proffered by Masilela
(1996: 107) depicts difference, independence, opposition and representation, as
characteristic features. Community radio can also be seen as engaged in cultural politics
and also a struggle over meaning. In so doing conummity radio entails community
participation in policy formulation, implementation and programming. This entails the
creation of a community board which will run and manage the affairs of a community
radio station. However, the reality following the observations made, both passive and
participant showed that the community is not active in the formulation of XK FM radio
station policy. Interviews as shown in the data presented, confirm that policy formulation,
together with recruitment of new members of staff is the preserve of SABC, which
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acquired the community broadcasting licence for the !Xfl and Khwe communities. The
overall response showed that SABC is in control; that is squarely placing the general
running, management and control of the community radio station on SABC's lap.
In furtherance of the notion of 'alternative', 0' Sullivan et at (1994:10) sees community
media as offering an 'alternative' voice to groups that always feel that their views are not
represented in the public broadcaster or mainstream media. Masilela (1996: 107) adds that
the uniqueness of community media as alternative and independent from the public
broadcaster is that they seek to redefine the communication realm by paving new
relations between the informer and the informed. He suggests that this is made possible
through the acquisition of simple technology. In the case of XK FM the Radio
Broadcasting Facility (RBF) is responsible for the mounting and maintenance of all
broadcasting equipment. The management of RBF directly belongs to SABC, with only
one member of staff employed from the community as simply a technician and with
limited powers in every way. Decisions have to be made in consultation with SABC
headquarters in Johannesburg, and in some cases with SABC offices in Kimberley.
The alternative voice raised by O'Sullivan et at (1994: 10), serves to portray the ideal, as
opposed to the situation on the ground. These two communities lack ownership of XK
FM as a community radio station, and are strictly rooted in their managed reality, as the
broadcasting voice is not a reflection of their aspirations but those of the sponsors. This is
confirn1ed by their minimal input in terms of programme production, broadcasting and
the fonnulation of policies. An example would be the case of the most popular
programmes broadcasted in Xuntali, Khwedam, and sometimes in Afrikaans, called,
Morisani, which means 'current affairs' and A-Java J 'am meaning 'what the San must
know'. The other prol:,Tfamme is Akaku/'am which also means, 'what the community must
know'. These programmes are created to impart knowledge following the top-down
approach, and are given a wide time allocation which stretches from 12 noon to 1400
hours every day (see appendices on XK FM programme catalogue).
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According to MISA (2000:56) a community radio station is built by the community,
serves the interests of the community, and is owned and controJled by the community.
The aspect of control is done through the perceived representation of the people's hopes
and aspirations in the locally elected board (Masilela 1996: 108). The programmes as
stated above have to be community oriented and always serve the interests of the
communities concerned as the originators. However, substantial evidence gathered from
the research seems to dispute this asseliion. It has been observed that XK FM as a
community radio does not have the powers to create its own programmes, and also that
despite the correctness of the assertion that population size matters in community radio
observation has proven that what matters is the political leaning. The programmes
referred to above usually discuss a lot of issues as a way of filtering information down to
the two communities. The programmes on what the San must know usually are made up
of issues that the two communities are being taught relating to development and other
issues on the general social life.
There is also another programme for the youth which is broadcasted everyday from 1400
to 1500 Hours, commonly referred to as Ngwelo ram which means 'enteliain, educate
and inform the youth'. The ideals on which these programmes are rooted are plausible;
however, the reality on the ground showed the youths as programme beneficiaries as
opposed to programme originators. Most of the youths that were interviewed also
complained about the sustainability of such programmes as they argued that they have to
be part of the programmes than being viewed as receivers of information. The other
programme which my respondents referred to is the First National Bank sponsored drama
(usually broadcasted every Wednesday from 1600 hours for thirty minutes). They
acknowledged that the programme is educative and helpful in keeping them busy and out
of the streets for the time being. They further argued that the issue of sustainability of
such sponsored programmes becomes a major development factor. One of the
respondents revealed that much as these programmes are helpful, in future they are likely
to suffer from the crisis of sustainability, he also stated that this problem can be avoided
if people would be helped through these programmes to start working on self help
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programmes with the FNB providing expertise and capital (see appendices for the
programme catalogue on XK FM).
The other interesting concept to grapple with in the case of XK FM is that of community
radio as an independent media. This creates the notion of an altemative media
organisation which enjoys autonomy, control of production, distribution of services and
broadcasting. Taylor and Willis (2000: 133) state that independence suggests
straightforwardness, "not depending upon the authority of another, not in position of
subordination, not subject to extemal control or rule; self-goveming, free". Media
independence in reality creates a paradox and has certain currency as there are often
contradicting and conflicting notions of media independence and autonomy. Taylor and
Willis (2000: 133) add that to assess media independence both economic and political
factors have to be considered. By raising the economic and political factors an analysis of
XK FM shows that contrary to the conventional conception of community radio being the
provider of the altemative voice and operating independently from the state broadcaster
(SABC), the former is entirely dependent on the state broadcaster for funding and all
other resources for the general capitalisation of the organisation. XK FM, therefore,
creates a unique and anomalous case for community radio and falls within the nexus of
what are generally referred to as community radio stations in South Africa managed
under the banner of SABc.36 Funding and management is done by SABC, with minimal
community intervention. Consequently, the use of local languages becomes the paradox
of community participation, ownership and control; at least the target communities are
made to believe that they have a bigger stake in the affairs of the radio station because of
their local languages used for broadcasting. Edward Hennan and Noam Chomsky (1994)
refer to this notion as the "manufacturing of consent", whereby the localised media is
used as a propaganda model, in this case using local languages.
The research findings seem to point at the radio station which is for the community and
not owned by the community. As stated above, the two communities are rarely consulted
30 For more information on Community radio stations in South Africa visit the following website:
www.southafrica.info/sa_glance/model/col11l11unity-radio.htm
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on programmes and policy issues. The daily business of the employees at the station is
always done in liaison with the SABC, where permission has to be granted before the
formulation and implementation of any policy.
In the literature survey Banda (2004) identified four typologies of community radio as
evidenced in Zambia, these can be used as a parapet in locating community radio in
South Africa: (a) run and managed by the people with financial support from the local
business people, (b) existing for the local people, (c) located in the community, (d) non-
profit making. A closer scrutiny shows that only two of these typologies would apply in
the case of XK FM, and most probably in the South African media terrain. At least
information gathered from the research showed that the community radio station is
located within the community and that it operates as a non-profit making organisation.
However, that it exists for the local people is subject to contestation as the community
(71 % and 48% of the !XG and Khwe respectively) recommended complete control,
participation and running of the community radio station, a sign that much as they
alluded earlier that participation is moderately high, they still acknowledge that it is
always checked and is maintained at low levels.
In tandem wi th the above suggestion Banda (2004) and Boeren (1994) have argued that
community radio follows three imperatives: geographic imperative, socio-cultural
phenomenon, and the developmental initiative. The geographic imperative in the case of
XK FM can be gleaned in that it is in proximity to the two communities. Located in
bet\ovecn the two communities, physical nearness constitutes feelings of participation,
ownership and acts as a symbol of belonging for the two communities. Hence the
response that participation is moderately high, and later contradicted by the views that
they want more control and participation. Since the presenters are drawn from the two
ethnic communities, they are seen everyday walking to work, this adds to the feelings of
community participation and belonging as they feel that they are represented through the
local presenters.
In considering access and community participation, Tehranian (1990: 108) suggests that
interactive methods that are generally responsive to community needs are necessary. The
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outcome of the research also provides a diametrically opposed picture of the prevailing
situation. As already stated the community had little input in the construction let alone
setting up of XK FM as a community radio station. The pictorial view of XK FM as
shown in the pictures (see figure 1 and 2) shows a big SABC banner which creates
meaning and spells out the rightful owners of the community radio station.
Another feature of community radio is community participation. However, it has been
discussed that participation is often vaguely used and has many political undertones
associated with it (Gumucio 2001:01). White (1994:08) concurs by pointing at the
fluidity of the nature of participation. He adds that this fluidity impedes the historically
distinct fomls of participation, which seem to have become useful, especially in contexts
of exclusion and discrimination. Participation seems to be laden with varied contextual
factors. The case of XK FM serves as an example, people who were interviewed
suggested that they do participate in the community radio; among the !XU of the thirty-
eight interviewees, twenty eight respondents said there is participation (see data presented
in the previous chapter), while twenty-five out of thirty-eight Khwe respondents
confinned participation. However, when probed on their understanding of community
participation they pointed at the presenters stating that they act as their representatives
since they are taken from the two communities. Others also revealed that they are related
to some of the presenters. They added that at least they are satisfied with the level of
participation considering that their languages are being used for broadcasting, a sign that
they will not be extinct.
However, conditions observed on the ground showed that there is minimal community
participation as opposed to the unanimous confim1ation presented in the data. This is
because of the intricacies and general difficulties the community experiences in
understanding the subtlety of the notion of participation whose meaning is laden with
political undertones. Furthennore, participation for the two ethnic communities IS
understood differently. For them participation entails the use of their languages 111
broadcasting, this also increases their feelings of ownership and control while the reality
on the ground is that control and ownership is the preserve of SABC. There is also a
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general feeling and belief that the establishment of XK FM by the ruling elite, through
SABC, was an act of benevolence, and therefore must be laudable. This view confirms
White's (1994) suggestion that participation is kaleidoscopic and that it derives its
meaning from those who have power. In view of this deficiency Srinivas Melkote and
Leslie Steeves (2001 :338) posit that participation as a development strategy often turns to
be a mere cliche, lacking in substance. At least, in the case of XK FM the expectation is
to reverse the top-down and prescriptive development approaches; a feature which is
lacking so far. The crisis then is the often deep-rooted structure of elite domination. XK
FM in this case is not an expression of the right to communicate for the disenfranchised
communities as stated by M'baye (1986:29) and Derlome (1990). It infringes on the two
communities' rights; the cultural and group-solidarity rights, which often translate into
the right to communicate and participate in fashioning the development they want
(Odinkalu 2002; Pityana 2002). Often information as depicted above is top-down and
does not flow laterally.
The general morphology of the politics at play within the two ethnic communities toyed
around the notions of ownership and belonging in which the latter was further linked to
equality and equity. Through a govemment scheme they were given some money which
they used to purchase a portion of land, the present day location; Platfontein. 37 The social
interpretation of this move was that the government is being considerate and helping
them to move away from the coercive environment of the army barracks, in
Schmidtsdrift. Yet the political problematic was that these people had been excluded and
alienated for too long. The other explanation was drawn from the ambiguities
surrounding the already waning military patronage and paternalism, which had been
enjoyed after 1976 in Angola, and Namibia. This in a way was a form of load-shedding
and passing of the baton of responsibility to the new South African government (ANC)
by the army (South African Defence Forces). This gave the government political impetus
to accept them (!XCi and Khwe) for use in future elections, and general South African
politics (Douglas 1996).
:\7 This information was obtained from the Projects co-ordinator of the epA, interviewed in August 2006 at
the epA oftlces.
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The view given above would also explain my understanding of the existence and location
of the radio station and probably answer some of the critical questions in this study: (a)
what made the !XG and Khwe eligible for SABC support, instead of the :f':Khomani, the
Basters, the Khoi and many other Bushman communities? (b) Why was a single
community radio station established for two ethnic communities that are often
antagonistic to each other; to the extent of violent conflict? Douglas (1996:3) interprets
their migration into South Africa as the outcome of regional and national politics which is
pervasively elitist and whose engagement took advantage of a well established and
institutionalized cabal of leaders. He adds that:
An important feature of post-colonial predicaments (in the very literal
sense of post-independence of politico-ideological formations), is that the
dominant discourses of colonialism and hegemonic articulations of
imperial directives are constructed by, through, and in turn fabricate,
powerful 'indigenous' or local elites. Politico-ideological authority and
control, in other words is concentrated in the hands of a coterie (or
coteries) of leaders.
The post-colonial predicament in this case belongs to the ambit of sociological dialectics
as pronounced in critical theory and later in Habermas' works. In this case the coterie of
leaders Douglas (1996) is referring to, are the leaders of the two ethnic groups organized
under the auspices of CPA. They command respect from the two communities through
traditional politics of partly ascription, and the modicum of modem democratic practices
of elections and representation.
Added to this is the generalised depiction of the !XG and Khwe as a single community.
This is opposed to the reality; the !XG and Khwe are not a single community. These are
two distinct ethnic communities, with mutually unintelligible languages. Their
world views are di fferent, and can be gleaned from the conflict they often had in the past.
Douglas (1996) adds that in the early nineties the !XG leaders were agitating for a return
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to Namibia, while their Khwe counterparts were mobilising for relocation but to a
different place within South Africa. This points to the ethnic cleavages inherent and a
sign of the negative push factors, most probably aggravated by the treatment received by
the !XU while in South Africa, compared to that of the Khwe who are said to have
always had access to learning opportunities even before migrating to South Africa (cf.
Douglas 1996, Archer 1995).
Another striking feature is their settlement patterns which depicts marked ethnic
differences, with the !XU on one side of the school and radio station while the Khwe are
located on the other side towards Kimberley. This is symbolic of the entrenched
differences that are believed to be cushioned by the community radio station. XK FM as a
development project, which seems to have been established as a form of social
engineering and control. The community therefore in this case is the community of
spectators and would defy the tacit reference to an actively localized public sphere, to a
localized public whose definition of public is employed for political correctness. This
also concretizes Teer-Tomaselli's (2001:202) question: who is the community In a
community radio station? Distinctions of power relations and marginality are then
evident in such a political dichotomy. Thus it can be gleaned that the teml community in
this case is used for political expediency and to denote the target; public beneficiaries,
who are even in some instances perceived as the bewildered crowd (Chomsky 2002: 17),
as opposed to an active community which participates in fashioning the development they
want. Chomsky adds that:
... there are two functions in a democracy: The specialized class, the
responsible men carry out the executive function, which means they do the
thinking and planning and understand the common interests. Then, there is
the bewildered herd, and they have a function in a democracy too. Their
function in a democracy ... is to be spectators, not participants in action.
This confirms Habermas' concept of legitimation and the crisis of expectation. It also
brings in the notion in the theory of the public sphere (critical theory) of societal
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structures and systems that can be perceived from a two tier approach: (a) as space
always manipulated by the ruling seeking to entrench domination; (b) as a conduit for
society's eagerness to be dominated and the fulfilment of domination (Rizter 1996). It
also confirms David Lewis' (1969) and Ruth Milikan's (2005) suggestion of social
conduct and the creation of conventions in which people participate in their domination.
The community leaders ofthe two ethnic groups (!XQ and Khwe) played into the political
gallery by approaching SABC to request for assistance in the establishment of a
community radio station. Considering that these two communities were known for their
allegiance to the SADF and the National Party, it can be gleaned that this presented an
opportunity for manipulation.
One of my informants revealed that the !XG and Khwe people have always been
associated with the SADF, he further stated that their alleged allegiance to the arn1Y was
considered as a major political threat by the new nationalist politics which characterised
South Africa leading to the 1994 elections. These revelations were also compounded by
another view from a respondent who argued that the !XG and Khwe are believed to have
voted for the National Pal1y (NP) during the 1994 elections. When probed he revealed
that these two ethnic groups had initially been brought into South Africa by the army
obviously in collusion with the NP, they were then hurriedly granted citizenship status
and promised proper housing structures. The NP then failed to fulfil the promise on
housing as they were over taken by the political tide leading to the 1994 elections.
However, the lXG and Khwe are believed to have held to the promise and believed that
voting NP would some day lead to the fruition of the promise. The assertion by these
respondents concluded that the ruling African National Congress (ANC) also had an
opportunity to mobilise the communities by fulfilling the promise and also establishing
XK FM as a localised form of public broadcaster. 38 Another key respondent pointed out
that, "XK FM is not a community radio station, but an SABC radio station meant to fulfil
the public broadcaster's policy of extending to marginalised cultural groups". This
]X These views followed a lengthy discussion I had with some of my informants on the future of the two
communities vis-a-vis the community radio station. My informants also had to be protected following the
ethical guidelines binding this research and study.
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explains why XK FM as a community radio station uses 107.9 FM as its signal drawn
from SABC spectrum.
Following the assertions from the field pointed above it can be established that the
formation of XK FM as a community radio station was probably a culmination of broader
politics at play between the government, through SABC and the community leaders. This
would also explain why they were chosen instead of other 'indigenous' San communities
mentioned above. This move in critical theori'J has been referred to as mystification; a
way of obliterating common problems through domination (Habermas 1979; 1984). It
also confirms the social dialectics; with its diachronic and synchronic components. The
establishment of XK FM as a community radio station can be understood in terms of both
diachronic and synchronic components. This will help one to understand the question
such as: what informed the community elders and the general society to explore the
possibilities of establishing a community radio station?40 As stated earlier, their need to
safeguard traditional values and the two minority languages (Xuntali and Khwedam)
formed the basis for the formation of the community radio station. The establishment of a
community radio station under the auspices of SABC thereafter, may be seen as leading
to the domination of social structures, culture and running of the station. This according
to Hebert Marcuse (1964) creates a "totally administered society," glued to a specific
historical development with a weak perspective of the future thereby seeking to be
dominated.
In vIew of these developments and initiatives, Douglas (1996:02) concludes that this
shows parochial national consciousness pitied against the politics of exclusion from daily
processes, taken advantage of by the politics of the time. However, his definition of
national politics and consciousness remains elusive, considering that scholars like Karl
Popper (1962:64), Elie Kedourie (1960) and Adam Smith (1971;1996) have defined
nationalism as a wave that fulfils the desire for human beings to belong to a collective
J9 Note that critical theory is the broader framework within which the theory of the Public sphere is located.
It also forms the basis for Jurgen Habermas' theories as stated in the previous chapters.
40 The view that Community Elders initiated the move towards the establislunent of XK FM as a
community radio station was taken from the interview [ did with Regina Beregho, the Station manager and
Mario Mahongo one of the community leaders representing the !XO. The interview was done in July~2006.
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body usually influenced by tribal (ethnic) instincts. The !XQ and Khwe ethnic
communities have their separate notions of nationhood and feelings of uprootedness from
their original roots in Namibia and Angola. This is evidenced by their fond memories of
Angola and Namibia and the way they tend to romanticise the past. The diasporic
feelings and search for identity has created a sense of nationhood among them, as
separate ethnic groups. Popper (1962:51) further attempts to define the descriptive
differences between the nation and the state. He sees these as elusive and irrational, but
refers to national yearning as a dream of naturalism and ethnic collecti vism. This appears
to have been the push factor for the community leaders (ePA) to vigorously lobby for the
establishment of a community radio station; yearning for their identity and maintenance
of di fferent ethnic groups. The radio station's major function, to the community leaders is
to preserve the local languages and culture and help the two ethnic communities to
rekindle their identity and seemingly lost pride; ethnic consciousness. 41
However, Douglas (1996:3) unfairly labels the whole development effort as the politics
of contemporary primitivism or modem tribalism. This form of explication is what in this
thesis has been termed as the politics of ethnicity; hence the interest in XK FM as ethnic
minority medium. This thesis further disputes the notion that these ethnic identities of the
two groups (!XCi and Khwe) are general assertions of 'aboriginality' constituted as a
political tool which is sometimes subjectively diffuse. From a generalized perspective the
assertion above would offer a prima facie plausibility in expression, as opposed to the
reality. My observation of the situation among the !Xll and Khwe showed that the two
ethnic groups still operate on ethnic lines and that it is not possible to perceive them as
operating as a single community and aboriginal. This is also a feature of reality in post-
colonial Africa, where the vestiges of ethnic identity can not be interpreted as primitive
and aboriginal (Mazrui and Mazrui 1998:3; Ake 2000:92, Ake 1993; Davidson 1992: 12;
Young 1997:7).
41 This view and yearning was evident in the discussion I had with Mahongo senior, one of the community
leaders from the 'XLI. Similarly, some members of the Khwe community who were consulted raised the
issue of ethnic consciousness.
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The suggestion by Laflin (1989) that community radio aggravates the legitimatization of
local languages thereby strengthening identities as a cultural imperative holds in this
case. Through the calls for the expression of the self and modifications of the worldviews
and the formulation of ideologies XK FM can be said to be strengthening ethnic identity
and cultural imperatives. The responses by the listeners which showed that more numbers
of people prefer to listen to programmes done in their local languages are a pointer that
the community radio station is aggravating ethnic consciousness. Using the theory of the
public sphere this regeneration of ideas can be perceived as a preserve of the political
undercurrents likely to lead to manipulation and domination. Laflin then adds that in fear
of this form of dissent from the state ideological inclinations the state through its
apparatus tends to exercise some fom1 of control and sometimes protect broadcasting
systems. This is evident with XK FM and the deep-seated govemment control through
SABC.
However, further scrutiny shows that community radio can sometimes act as a SOCIO-
cultural symbol and a unifying force. Research showed that people strongly felt that the
community radio station (XK FM) has helped in quelling ethnic differences and raising
feelings of oneness among the listeners although ethnic cleavages still exist. This notion
gives rise to a third emergent ethnic group which is a product of community radio
programmes, whose ideals seem to transcend ethnic divides, XK FM also falls within the
ambit of Gusfield 's (1970) social movements in which the targeted communities derive a
sense of shared destiny, through activities and beliefs that are directed at causing change
and some kind of social order. Riggins (1992) would add that a community radio station
like XK FM as ethnic minority media creates collective will and enhances language as a
means of communication and expression of cultural identity. An analysis of the data
shows some traits of this assertion especially through the broadcasting of Christian
religious programmes every Sunday, during the day and in the evenings (see programme
catalogue in the appendices). Boeren (1994) concurs by suggesting that as opposed to
television community radio does not have a visual appeal but has a stronger advantage of
appealing even to the illiterate members of society. This implies that it is all embracing. It
stimulates interest, informs and influences opinion on various development issues.
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However, there might be some positive gains projected, community radio stations are
sometimes subject to political manipulation and tend to accentuate political, ideological
and ethnic differences. This relates to the possibility of state funding of minority media as
in the form of XK FM, which is transferring technological and economic resources not
based on the gesture of goodwill but seeking to aid the state's objectives on gaining
access and control of the minority ethnic groups concerned. This suggestion is hinged on
the fact that minority joumalism is usually seen as a threat to the disintegration of a
nation-state. Consequently, the state's support of a community radio station is aimed at
paving a way for state policies, that are tangential to the needs of the minority and
seeking to promote policies of containment and repression (Riggins 1992:279).
Conclusion
From the fore-going it can be concluded that the establishment of XK FM radio station
can be seen from a two tier approach; first, as a mechanism for manipulation by the
ruling elite through enlisting the services of SABC. This can be seen from the powers
ceded to the state broadcaster at the expense of the two communities. Secondly, the two
communities perceive the establishment as an act of benevolence and a sign of belonging
and ownership for them. They believe that by broadcasting in their languages the radio
station serves their interests, one of which is to maintain their languages and the upkeep
of their separate cultures that were on the verge of collapse. However, the features of
manipulation in their desperate state seem to out-weigh the plausible characteristic of this
community radio station.
The features and general typology of a community radio station do not conform to that of
XK FM as a community radio station. This also begs the question why they were given
the licence to operate as a community radio station when these two communities do not
have a single unified board that manages the affairs of the community radio station.
Consequently, the station is purported to serve a single community, but it can be
concluded that the !XQ and Khwe are two different ethnic communities, with varied
worldviews and aspirations. Following this assertions, one can further surmise that the
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issuing of the licence by ICASA merely focused on their cultural distinctiveness and
allowed for a localised form of public broadcasting, thereby entrenching these ethnic
cleavages with the aim of manipulating them. By implication, the role played by SABC
seems to confirm the task of manipulation, and would mean that XK FM is not a
community radio in the strict sense, but an extension of SABC in a decentralised version.
In support of this view it is noted that the main features of community radio do not
qualify XK FM as a community radio; these range from independence and autonomy to
offering an altemative voice without the influence of the state broadcaster.
In view of this assertion it could also be assumed that since XK FM serves as unique kind
of a community radio, there were licences already set aside for such communities. This
creates an anomalous aITangement in the studies of community radio. It would also cause
marked problems in the naming and description of such an aITangement of which
refeITing to it as community radio station might only be for convenience. However, this
creates problems as it can be misconstrued as acts of manipulation and domination. This
is fUl1her compounded by the fact that XK FM conforms to the general ideological
connotations raised given the political background of the two communities. XK FM
therefore is not a community radio station. The two ethnic communities still continue to
exist separately from each other, and attempts to coalesce them are yet to be assessed in
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Map A shows the political map of South Africa, then Map B shows the location area of
Platfontein.







Graduate Programme in Cultural and Media Studies
Howard College Campus, Durban-South Mrica
Questionnare for Station Managers
Please kindly answer the questions below:
1) Title/Position: ······
a) Education level (please tick where appropriate)
i) Metric
ii) Tertiary (College/Technikon/University)
b) Language(s) spoken (Please state your mother language): ..
2) Sex: a) Female
b) Male
3) Age ..
4) How long have you worked for this organisation (X & K Fm station)? .
5) When was it established? .
6) Which other stakeholders or key players were involved in the fonnation of this radio
Station (please list their names)
7) Which of the players listed above are still influential?
8) In your view who owns this community radio station?





9) Give a brief description of the organisation structure of this radio station
.0 ••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••• ' ••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• 0.0 •••• , ••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.·' •••••••••••
• 0.0 ••••••••• ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
10) Does XK FM have a Board made up of members of the local communities?
a) If yes please state how the board is constituted: .
•••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••• , •••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•• •••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••
.... .
11) How long is their term of Office? 12) What are the application procedures for





13) How long is the lease or expiry of a your license? .
14) What are some of the restrictions/regulations governing your license?
15) How is the staffing like at your radio station (Permanent
staff/Volunteers)? .
16) Who employs the staff in your station? 17) What is the radius of your
broadcasting? .
18) What language(s) do you broadcast in? ..
19) What are the reasons for your choice of
language(s .
20) Does your station conduct any development or civic awareness campaigns? .
21) If yes, please give examples 22) Who sponsors these programmes?
23) Does your sponsor(s) have input in the nature and quality of programmes produced?
24) At what level does your sponsor(s) become involved with the business of the
Community Radio station?


















28) In what level and way does the community become involved in the Community
Radio Station programme (e.g. production/implementation)?
29) In your view, do you think community involvement in the production of these
programmes is necessary? (Give reasons for your answer)
30) How has the general community response to your programmes been? .
31) What positive effects have you noted ever since XK FM was
established? .
32) In your view has the Community Radio station managed to address ethnic difference
between the two communities? b) Please explain your
answer .
33) Please give brief comments regarding your community radio station, with particular










Graduate Programme in Cultural and Media Studies
Howard College Campus, Durban-South Africa
Questionnaire for Station Staff
Please kindly answer the questions below:
I) TitlelPosition: ··········· .
a) Education level (please tick where appropriate)
i) Metric
ii) Tertiary (College/TechnikonlUniversity)
b) Language(s) spoken (please also state mother language ..
2) Sex: a) Female
b) Male
3) Age ..
4) How long have you worked for this organisation (X & K Fm
. )?station ..
5) Are you a full/Part time or volunteer employee? ..
6) Does your radio station broadcast any development focused programmes? .
7) If Yes, please state the number and type of such programmes ..
8) In what language are these programmes conducted? ..
9) Do you think the programming of these development programmes in your local
languages serve to enrich the language (s)? .
10) Please explain your answer: .
11) How much time is allocated to such programmes? (Please state time per programme)
12) At what time are they aired (prime or at any time)? ..




14) Do you think development focused programmes are sufficient or there is need for
more?
a) Please explain: .
..... .
15) In what language(s) are these programmes aired? .
16) Please give a list of each programme and language used in broadcasting: .
17) Which languages are given a bigger portion of air-time? .
Please give reasons for your answer: ..




19) If it is Sponsors state whether these sponsors are local or foreign: .
20) If the answer given in (15 & 16) is Not applicable, please state how you sustain your
programmes
21) In your view what is the role of government in this development initiative?
22) In your view what role is the community expected to play in the community radio
station? .
23) How is that role played by the community so far? .
. .
24) ]n your view how has the Community Radio station managed to address ethnic
differences between the two communities? .
b) Please explain your answer .
................................... .
..... .
25) ]n your view what role have you played so far as both members of the community




26) In your view what role should be played by the South African Broadcasting
Corporation (SABC) in Community radio stations as development initiatives? .
27) Please write any additional comments below ..
*Thank You for your time and effort in answering this questionnaire.
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Appendix 4
Graduate Programme in Cultural and Media Studies
Howard College Campus, Durban-South Africa
Questionnaire for the listeners
1) Age: ..
2) Sex: a) Female: ..
b) Male: ..
3) Ethnicity: .
4) Do you listen to any radio station? ..
5) If yes, list all the radio stations you usually listen to in order of your priority (e.g.
the one you prefer most should come first): .
6) Do you listen to XK Fm as a radio station for your community? ..
7) In what language (s) does XK Fm broadcast its programmes? ..
8) Of the languages mentioned above, which one do you always listen
to? .
a) Give reasons for your answer:





10) What is your understanding of the concept of Community radio? .
11) How would you rate community radio programmes compared to those of national
radio? .
12) Do you or any of your community colleagues participate in XK Fm as your local
community radio station? ..






14) How would you rate the level of community participation in the operations of






15) In your view would you recommend complete control, pal1icipation and mnning
of XK Fm radio station by the community? .
a) Please explain your answer: ..
................ .
16) List some of your popular programmcs on XK Fm ..
........ , , .. , , .
17) Do you know of any dcve10pment focused programmes aired by XK
Fnl? .
18) If Yes, please list them
..... , - , .
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................................................................................................
19) Do you think radio XK Fm has enough development and civic awareness
Programmes, to satisfy your needs as a community'? ..
20) What would you suggest the role of XK FM as a Community radio be, In
relation to development
. ?Issues .
21) What time of the day do you usually listen to XK Fm?
22) Do you have any other comments regarding the role ofXK Fm and your
understanding of the concept of a community radio station on development
Issues .
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PUBLIC SOUND BrWAOCASTING LICENCE
PS :aJ2001
i
SOUTH AFRICAN 8ROADCASTING CORPORATID!,! LIMITED
PUBLIC SF.RVIC[ DIViSION
XKFM
SEE SCHEOU E 8::
REPUBLIC m= SOUTH AFr{\CA
CCPMMENCEMENT DATE OF LlC[NCE 04 AUGUST 2000
\
E~PIRY DATE OF L/CENCl: 03 AUGLJST 2006
:1 '
TH~ lICENCL: ALJlflOI~!SES HfE U~[NSEE TO ?RO\/IDE A, rU3UC ::;O;A~;) 3RO/'IDCt,silNG
SE1,VICc CONDITION/\L UrON CCIMPLiANCE:. WITH THE TE'RMS, CONrJITiON~3 t,ND 'GGUGATION;)
3ET OUT IN -I HE I\Tf!\CHED SCHEDULE!: AND VJITH t.:FFl:CT FROM 23 Mn<.CH 200G I\E?~/~,C!:S
Ti-i~ LlCENCE ISSUEL TO I"H[ UCFN:::>EE ON ;~:: MARCII 2004. 1
i I
Sl~~~ED FOR ANi) ON BEHALF OF THE INDEPENDENT COMMUNICATIONS AU;rHORITY OF








in this licence, any word, term or Expression to which Cl meaning hJJ been assigned in the
IBA Act or the Brcadc:1sting Act Of in <lny regulations prornulgated L)nder those Acts shall
h,:r"e Ihat me:lniny unless slated otherwi~t;: or inconsistent with the context, and the
following words, terms and expresso s shail hnve the rrJeallings assigned to them b€low:
.. !
1.1'Authonty" i,lf:anS the Indep..:mdont C~)jllrnuniC<:ltlon:; !\uthqrity of South Africa,
t,;:o ablished by section 3 of the ICASA Act; i
!
1.2. "Broadcasting Acr means the Broadcasting Act, Act 4 uf 1m~9!
; 3 "broa;;1cast period' mEanS tne '24-nolJr period from OOhOO until ~4hOO every day;
I
1.4 "commercial broadcasting ,,~r\lice' means any broadc'-l~ling ~ervic~ provided by the
Licfmsoe and falling within its commercial service divIsion .
,
'~ S' ::r,nsent" means appr<.lva in WJ iling glv~n by the Ch3'rpcf30n of Council. n(1Y
nlflmber of Council, the Chief Executive Officer or any oH/cial of the Authority dt.,iy
outhoriscd by Council to act for Dnd on behiJif of tlle Authority in relation to Ule act in
questior,: I
.6 ·control" include::, any instanCE of control (is con e dplalcd in section 1(2) 0 the IBA
l\i'l as read WIth ScheOu!e L to tho IBA Act:
i
I
1 7 "Council (Tie8r~$ the ,-,ounell of the ?,Uthorl!y, ;;IS GOrltempl tOO in sections 3(2) and
::. of the iCASi\ A(;:'
18 "efiectvf? date" means the daie from ;md upon which the licence c-..onditions set out
in this licence become effecti e. bein. 2:1 Mafch OOG: :
1, S "fin;':l1~cir:d fear"~ rnean~; the fi.loncbl yf'3r of the Licensee,
; () 'historically disar!v;:mtaged persons" means South African dti:..ens who are black
people, w men or PBople with dio.3blliUes :and the terni 'blacK people' ShdH inclwde
Ail iCc1l1S, Inoit'Jns and Co!oureris; :
f
1. 1 '/B/\ Act" means the Imi~pe(lc!ef'1t 8:'oo.dcosting Auth rity .A.CI,' et 153 of "1993;
\12 "ICAS,; A"t" means the Ir',d pendent Communications Authority of South Afnca
!\ct. ;\ct 13 et 2000
1:') "iicenGe' rnri31lS the licence granteci to the Licensee by tI\e AuHlorily, authorising it
to provide a public ~ound broadcasting 3ervice under tho name and style of "XK
PM". 0 which this Schedu e A :5 attached, and includes this Scf1eJUle A and the
Clncr sGlledules 311::lched tu the Ilcencl;'
1, 14 ~J:GcnGO peric-d" meanslhf-; panod of validity of the licence, as descr'bed !n Clause
4 of thi~, Scl'edu!e f\
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1. '15 "licence year" meal S 0<lch successive yuar of 1I1e Hccnce penOG, commencing
initi8liy Of! the effective date Clnd thereafter on 23 March annually;
16 "lIcensed 8fJrvicG' fnG:Jns the service whicn trJt} Licensee IS authori:;ed to pro'fide in
terms of ttle !icenct~, 3", 08sr:ribed in clause /. of ~.his Schedule A:
.~. I "Licensee" means the South African l3roadcasting Corporation Limited;
18 "Mu~ic Content Regulations' me3f1S the IGP,S,;'\' S')uti1 African Television Content
Regulations, 7002, pub:ishect In (Jovemmont (CiQzettc Nu 25378 ot /.2 August 2003,
as ;Hnendcd fn)!l1 time to time, or such other regulations as Tn<.lY be promulgated
teem time to time in tem,s of section 53 of the IB/\ Act.
'! 9 •pr ime time" means tile period between 06hOO and 09hOO and bdween '16hOO and
18hOO dtlily;
170 "publi': bl oadcusling ~i(~r'VICC" means <!11Y bloadc8sling servic": provided by the
Licensee nnd falling within its public $f)rvice division:
1.2 i·R.epublic' m8ans tJiB REpubliC of South Afric:l. governed by the Constitution of the
Republic of South ,l\tnc". Act 108 of 1996;
'1.22 'shi1rt':d services divisions" means those divi ions of the Licensee whicil provide
adminis'Jati;e f.lr:d 5UppOrt services (including, but n01 limited to financial, legal,
human rt~sources, t8chnological, news programming, library, archive, rnalkot'ing.
sdl~s and ;)udi",nce services) to the Licensee and the broadcasting berVIC.es in its
llublic anrl cornrnefc;<ll t>ervices divi:;ions:
1 ;13' South i:"fl"Cilll perfornwnc~! pilriod" means the period between O;;hOO and 23hOO "
daily; and
'I:dJl "titahon Identification" means the $i<.ltio/1 ici8ntmcation as set out in c1au::ic 5 ot thi~
~'chcdule !\,
2 AUTHORISATION




in accord3nc~1 wi1h tne terms and conciitiolls of this licence, which
shall take effect on the effective date;
in compliance with the pruvisiolls of tho IBA Act, the Broadcasting
f',ct, the appli b!e reguialiu,'ls promulgat d under those Acts, and
the appliC3ble codes of conduct:
an tile fmquencic::i set out in SchedUle 8 to thi<; licence or on stJch .
other froquencJs:, as tlie Authority may determinlj trom t,rn~ to time.
2.2 fht:: licensed servicL: :.;hall form part of the licensee's pUblic service division and
~hall be a full-speclrLIrT1 :;ound broadcastinq service pJOvitJinq Cl progr8rnming mix of




5,1 The 3ta.tion idellWlcation of tne licens~ service is "XK FM'.
!'if 'he, Licensee may n()( change its slation idemific<1licn 'Nithoul !I;]ving obtaned the
Auti1oritY'~j prio!" conser,:
1he l!c.ensi;:c shail provide tha iic need service in the licenco area spedlCd in Scht:dule B
to the licence
The !il:enf:8 ."hall (emain valiu for a period of 6 years. CDmmencing on 23 f\lJgu~,t ?CI04 ard



















5.3 The Ijcensoe rnust ch~arly identify ilself. by rr.eans of Its stGtion identification, at
inter'J<'lis of not more tllan 60 minutes throughout the br-':.'ildcast periodII
I
61 HOURS OF BROADCAST
1
For tne duration of the licence Feriod, the icerise€: shall p((Jvide the liGcnsej stlrvjce
cunl1nllousiy lhrouyhout the broadcast period, without any interruption, unless:
IS. ; such intelTuptlon IS dUB to cllClmlstanccs rl€yond the Licensee's control, in wl'lich





6 1.1 take all reasonable steps lo ensw,;: the resumption of the iicl~r:sE:d
sGlvice witholl! undue d6!ay;
G,I.2 notify (he AuH10llty in writing of the reasons for ~ucn Interruptiu!l Gnd
thr, steps takp.n by the Licenser~ to ensure the expeditious
ie'iUm~:;()I-' f the licensed service;
6.2 the Lic",nsec will i,ave ob\(1lrli:ld the f'\uthorily's pr~or C(lnscnt for $Llch intern.lOtion.
VVithoUI derogating 1(oJ. the specifC obligJtiolls set Oui in Schedule C, lhe Ur.;.cnS8Q shall,
in the mv:slon of the !i:: 'n~F.:d service'
7 comrly with the programming obligations impo5Bd upon It by tile applicable
provi"ions of tile MLi"ic Clinten~ 1{;2glli;:;tion~:
,I '7.2 take lea~onQblc :;teps to makB a substantivt: contribution to the achievement of the
i <lpplicable requiremcntb of sectiofU; 2, 3(4). 3(5,. 3(6) and 3(7) of the Broadc<Jsting
:/ Act and sectior 2 ot the IBA Act.
J RELIGION
11






broadc.3st on the liC€n~ed service, without chnrge and in such
manner and Rt suel1 time as may reasonably be requested by t1".QI
cornrnis<;ionec. any informaliOn or other matter concerning a disaster





i Th(~ revenue generated fo( the Licensee by the IiCBnsed liervice, being part of the
i Liu"nsee's pUblic service division. shall not be used to subsidise any commercial
I broadcastinG service, WhElth~" \i-'l'Ough the Licensee's ,]hared S8Nices divisions or
I alrlerwlsc.
10! PUBLIC ANNOUIJCEMEIJT~
1 10,1 Wtlenever requested by the national Or El provincial cornmJssioner of the
j ~;outh !\frican Police Service to do so, the Licensee shall:
I
10.1.2 inform UI8A.Ul,!'ority of the rec8ipt of such request.
1O. ~~ The Licensee Ghail require that on~' mquast made to it in terms of clause
10.1 be confirmed in writing witi1in 24 hours of its first having been made, and shall
forward Cl copy of SJch written request to the Authority within 48 hour;;; of receiving
it
';0,3 The i.icem;ee shall, Whenever rEo:quf:.'sted to do so by lhe Authority, broadca6t
without ctlargo such partlculan; at such II1ter/als as the Authority may reasonably I




The Licensee shJll be requlrf:;u to:
.. ,.,
11.1 pay such annual licence fees, if any, as the Aulhority may detennine from)
time to time; ;)nd .
"i.2 pat t:UC/l C1cjrninistrativ~ fec~~, jf any, in respect of applications for thtl~
renewal or arnendrnflnt of this licence as th(~ Authority may prescribe from time tal.
time,
12 INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE AUTHORITY
Control and Management
12.1 The Licensee must inforrll the Authority of the noma. nationality and phY$i~
resideilti"l and busines:,; Ciddresses, or any changes thereto, of'
12.'1.1 ony person ,lppointed as a membarot the Licensee's board, and
"my member of the board who re$igns or who is removed from o.
12..12 <)rlY person in a position to exercise direct or indirect control over




12. '1.3 any person in a posHion to veto any action taken by the ucenSee~~~
board; Clnd
12.1 A any pefS!:Jri who is; in a position to give or exercise directly. or
indirectly any restraint or direction in any manner over any
sUbstantial issue affecting the management or rtffalrs of ttie
Licensee.
12.2 The Licensee must provide U1e Authority with certified copies of the following
documents:
'j ::'2.1 the Licens(~e'smemor8ndum and articles of association;
i /..2.2 any management agreement relating to th~ Licensee, induding any
$ervic~ 8greement relating to the overall operations or affairs uf the
Licensee or a significant proportion thereof;
'12.2.3 rlny other agre8rnent which is likely to affect the control.
management. programming or operation of the licansed serv'lce,
including (but not limited to) the Liconsee's shareholder compact.
12.3 ThE:! Licensee must provide the Autllority witt! the information and documents
specified in cI<:Iuses 12.1 and 12.2 within 30 day::. of the effective date and thereafter
within '1-4 days of any ch8n£Je if I $uch infonnatlon or the conclu~ion or finalisatiun of
such documents, as the case n18Y be,
124 The Licensee rnllst inform lhe Authority. in writing, within '14 days of any
judgment aw~rded in Cl couri of law against it.
trogramming
12.5 In each licence year, the Licensee shall! within 30 days of the end of each
quarter, submit to the Authority written records indicating the extent of:
12.5'; the different genres; and
12_5.2 the South African rnusic content
in prOUfi'1r1':rne material broadcast on the Jjr.;e!lsed serVice during that quarter, in
each inst;:mcc distinguishing between genres, providing the relevant details in
relation to prime time and the South African performance period, ;md expressing the
relevcmt details both as an agg,'egatc in minutes and as Cl percentage of the total of
ali such programme material.
12.E) Tr1e Lir...t-·msee shall retain, for a period of 30 days, a recording of every
progr:3mme hr03dca::;t by it in the course of the provision of the licensed service in a
format acceptable to and compatible VJith the equipment used by the Authority, as
required by section 55 of the 18A ;\ct.
nancial
12.7 The Licensee shall provide th; Authority with the 3rlr1Ual financial statements
of the licen8ed service witt'lin four months of the end of the financial year.
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13 STANDARDS AND INTERFERENCE
13.·i The Licensee Shelll, in the provision ef Hie Ii<.;ensed [;erViC8 j cornply wrth
irHernational 'echmcal stand<:Hds,
13.2 The Licensee hall:
'13.2.1 operate the licensed seT\lice with such appara!u::, and in such a
manner ,)~ not te callse rlamlful lT1terference with the efficient and
convenient working, maintenance or use of any licensed,
broadc3s~ir,g or telecommunication seT\lice;
13.2.2 co-operate in every way possible wilh the Authority with 8 View to ,
preventing such interferenc.:::.





.,! 4 " The Licensee must 3dupt and implement equal opportunity employment j
pr a"tit;es. . ~.:~~
':!f.
14 2 Tlle Licensee must ensure that its management and staff are represen:ative i;lj
of South P,fric.an :;CGll:ty Gnd that its hurpan rEJsource policies. particular!y witl1 ·it
regard tu historicaliy dis,KJVanto,ged persons, take into account the developrnent of.-:; I
1T1~m30crial, projuction, teciinical and other ski;[s and exportise. '
1.4 j, '! he Uc~nsee nal endeavour to ",Chieve fair ann reasorlClble participation ,0';;
by historicolly disadvantaSled perso S VJiih resrect o:.~
14,3,1 L~ rnan<:lgement and control structures: ~:t
14.3.2 bkiiiS developrnent; }7
14.3.3 6nterpri~;e development; and >,~
14.3.41'rOL:urement..~~
5 COMPLAINTS
15.1 The Liconse"5 Gro;;p Chief Executive or Chief Operations Officer, 0; any olhe(. .
person deSi9r:ated by him or her and in the Licensee's full-time c;mploy, sha~~
respond to c .mp:~ints rnade to it I(:,'garding any aspect, Gf the licensed service .' .'
shall lai<c ap. rOOflatA steps l!i respect of such cornp!alnts, .~
152The Licp.n.se.1! ~h.3J1 n~t;fy thf; /\uthuriiy of t.he n.am,',e, telephone and tele.fa,X num~..~
and e-mail a~ mess et the person deSignated In terms of clause 15.1 wIthin 10 ca~
of tile dfF;c(1 'e dole <.nd t.hereaftel· within '10 days of any change in the identilY
tel;:,phone or f~lefax nu" lJer er e-moil address Of the designated person:.
124
.,
18.1.2 if sent by te!efax, the communication shall be deemed to have be<Jo ;,
received after 4 normal hours of business of the receiving party have J'
elapsed from the time of sending: i~:
18.1.3 If transmitted by e-mail.thecommunicationshallbedeemedtoha.ve
been received after one nomlsl business hour of the receiving party
r,<.\S elapsed from the time of sending:
18 1.4 if delivered by hand to tr.e physical address of the intended recipient,
the communication shall be deemed to have been received on the
day 01 delivery, provided it was delivere{:! to a responsible person
during ordina.y business hours: and
18.1.5 11 writtefl notice or otl1er communication actually received by any
party shall be adequate written notice or communication 10 n:
notwithstanding Ihat the notice was not sent to or delivered at its/'
ch~sGn address.
:8,2Any communication from the Licensee to the Authority shall be marked fer frll).',:'
attention of such officiai as the Authority may designate from time to time in regard:'
to the matter or type of nlatter in question, or, failing such notification, the,'
Chairperson of Couilcil or the Chief Execuove Officer of tt1e Authority.
:-t
18.3The Licensee shall, within 10 days of the effective date, provide the Autliorily witli"
an address at Which it 'Nill accept fonnai service of letters, documents and legal.
process, and with a telephone and telefax number and ~;-rnail address throug!;
which ;t can be cont<,lcted. The Licensee shall notify the Authority in writing of an .
change in suer, address, telephone number or telefnx number and e-maij addre~




i. T11is schedule C)f tcchnic<ll conditions is an irrt(~gral part of tile licence and rnust be read I
(;onjunction with it. .
2. nle Lk:ensee's head office sh<l!1 be situated at Henley Roact, Auckland Pa
Johannesburg,
3. The signal distribution servicf;; is to be conducted by Cl licensed broadcasting sign:
d;~tributor which in this case is Sentech Ltd.
4. The Lir.ensec must operate the broadcasting se;vice and must ensure that its slg.
dist:-ibutor operates the studio-tD-transmitter links (STL), strictly in accordance with t
tf\chnica! spedications corltained in Schedule 8210 this licence.
5, The technical apparatus LJsed by the L.icensee must satisfy the requirements of.
,c.,uH1Ority at all times. :ne Licensee must ensure thi:lt su(;h apparatus is maintained .'
lechnicaily souna condition and th3t it does not c<ause harmfL11 interference with the effici
or convenient working, maintenance or use of any other lawful telecomrnunicar.'
servic8S. If thf: equipment of the b::ensee or its signal distributor is causing intarfe
wittl any other licensed servico, tfle Authority will have the right to switoh off
transmitting service.
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The Authority has the right to conduct such tl:S\!.'; <ll> may be necessary on any. of the
Ucensee's technical equipn'ent used by or on bCf1alf of nle Licensee. This may mclude
requiring the Licellst::e to SWi1r.;h off certain (;quipment and cc~se bro~dcasting for such
reasonable period as the F.uthori~y rn;)~' necd to conduct the tp-st In questIon.
6J The transmitting station of tne licenseE; must be operated and maintained by competent






'1.J OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL
1.1 The State shal! be Hl~; scl8 shcHdwldm of tile Licensee
1.2 The Llcens~e shall !)e governed and contro!len In Clccordance with tt'le prcvisions of
Part :3 of Ch3rter llJ or the Bro3(}~Gslinq .A.ct.
2. FORMAT
1The liccr,sed service :;hal! be a fuli-spectrum service
\;
3jBROADCASTLANGUAGE,





i1Without derogating from tile ~:pecif:c obiig~tions set out beloW, the. Licensee 5hall, in the
provision of the /iccnSE;U SOl Vice, take reHsonab!e steps to prowJe programmlrtg trlat
j reflects !loth the cultural ar1(j traditional needs of Its audience.
I
p,;riod
The l.icensee shall, in the prmision of the !icansad service, broadcast at least 30
minutes of ne.vs proglarnming each day during the SoU"th Africar\ performance
Tlie Ucenst:::e ~rlal!. in the pro'li:;ior. of the licensed ser.... ice broadcast at least 30
minutes of current ~lffairs programming each day during the Soull) African
performance period.
1







[he Liv':.:r\:;ec shal!, in the production and presentation of its news and CUrTent affairs
wogramrning: I
I,
4.2.3. '1 exercise full editorial control in (f:;~;ped 8f the ednlents of such programming;
4.2.32 includo rr.atters of intemational, national, regi~Jnal and, where appropriate,
!oc31 significance; i
4.2.3.3 med HlQ highest standards of journalistic professionalism:
4.2.-3.4 provide fair. unbiased, impGrtial <:Jncl lJal<1nced COVt;rage. independent from
governmer:tal. commercial er other i llerfercilcc; emu :
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